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Abstract
It is critical to decontaminate organophosphate compounds in large scale economically,
including OP pesticides in groundwater system and chemical nerve agents on the battle
field. Homogeneous or micellar decomposition systems with various nucleophiles
improve reaction rates significantly without affording the recovery and reuse of the
nucleophiles. This research focuses on developing functional magnetic particles to carry
strong a--nucleophilic groups, which are able to catalyze the decomposition reaction and
can be recycled and reused.
The amidoxime modified magnetic particles were prepared first. The original particles
were synthesized with the two-step procedure to obtain average particle size of around
80nm for effective capture by high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS). The precursor
molecule cyanoacetohydrazide reacted with the free carboxyl groups on the particle
surfaces and subsequently the nitrile groups were transformed into amidoxime groups.
The modified particles were of similar average hydrodynamic diameter as the original
ones and colloidally stable over a wide range of solutin pH. The amidoxime-modified
particles accelerated the hydrolysis reaction of p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA). They were
easily recycled by HGMS without loss of reactivity. Higher reactivity of the particle
system than homogenous amidoxime systems was attributed to the increased
concentration of the substrate on the particle surface due to the presence of hydrophobic
centers using pseudo-phase exchange model.
Stronger nucleophilic groups, hydroxamic acid, were then attached on the particle
surfaces. Original particles were prepared with unsaturated carboxylic acid as the second
coating in the two-step procedure. The acrylamide monomers were copolymerized with
the second coating and the attached amide groups were converted into the hydroxamic
acid groups. The reaction was very efficient. Crosslinking increased the particle size to
200nm and therefore the particles were effectively captured by HGMS. The modified
particles significantly accelerated the hydrolysis reaction of PNPA. They were five times
more reactive than the amidoxime modified particles based on the same weight of
materials. The acetylated particles were only partially regenerated due to the Lossen
rearrangement of the acetylated hydroxamic acid groups.
During the hydrolysis of OP substrates, including diisopropyl fluorophosphate, methyl-
paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon, the added a-nucleophiles, 2-PAM and acetohydroxamic
acid, only attacked the phosphorus atom to substitute the p-nitrophenol groups in methyl-
and ethyl- paraoxon and the fluoride ions in DFP through second order nucleophilic
substitution. Reactions between all three substrates and both nucleophiles yielded the
same hydrolysis products as the spontaneous hydrolysis with no detected intermediates,
indicating the unstable nature of any intermediates that may be formed. The hydroxamic
acid modified particles accelerated the hydrolysis of methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon with
relatively modest reactivity. Similar to polyhydroxamic acid, the reactivity was much
lower than that of monomeric hydroxamic acid due to the steric hindrance from the
polymer chains. The particles lost their reactivity after the reaction due to Lossen
rearrangement of the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Organophosphate compounds (OP) represent a major class of pesticides and are used
widely as chemical warfare nerve agents. OP pesticides are typically sprayed onto the
target fields as small droplets and can contaminate ground water systems through air drift
of the droplets, surface runoff, and leaching from the field. 2, 3 OP compounds inhibit
acetocholinesterase (AChE), an essential enzyme for the breakdown of acetocholine
needed to maintain normal function of the nervous system. Some OP compounds are
fairly persistent in the natural environment, posing a cumulative threat to human and wild
animals if consumed without proper treatment. For example, the typical half-life for the
degradation of fenitrothion was found to be approximately 50 days at environmental pH
5-8, showing that fenitrothion has the capacity for environmental persistence. 4
Furthermore, threat from chemical weapons has increased significantly from both local
application and wide dispersal toward military and civilian targets. 5 Therefore, an
economical strategy is necessary to cope with this contamination challenge from both OP
pesticides as well as chemical agents.
1.1 Organophosphate Compounds
Organophosphate (OP) is the general name for esters of phosphoric acid, including a
diverse family of organic compounds. Apart being present in all biological systems in the
form of DNA, RNA, and some cofactors, organophosphates are widely used as pesticides
and nerve gases as chemical warfare agents.
1.1.1 Organophosphate Usage
The typical chemical structure is shown in Scheme 1-1. They are esters, amides, or thiol
derivatives of phosphoric, phosphonic, phosphorothioic, or phosphonothioic acids




Scheme 1-1. General chemical structures of organophosphate compounds.
Pesticides are widely used in agriculture, medicine, industry, and the household to control
insects in all developmental forms. In 2001, the overall pesticide market worldwide was
$32 billion and the US market accounted for 34% of the world market. Insecticide sale
was $3.1 billion in 2001, representing 25% of all US pesticide sales. Organophosphates
represented 70% of the 100 million pounds of insecticides applied in various fields. 6
Another major group of organophosphate compounds are chemical warfare agents, more
specifically nerve agents. 7 As the most toxic of the known chemical agents, they can
cause death in minutes after exposure. Nerve agents are considered major military threat
agents. There are two major classes of nerve agents, the G-series, including tabun (GA),
sarin (GB), soman (GD), and cyclosarin (GF), etc., and the V-series, with VX
representing. The V-series agents are ten times more toxic than the G-series agents. The
chemical structures of the above chemical agents are listed in Scheme 1-2.







Scheme 1-2. Chemical structures of common nerve agents
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Organophosphate compounds interrupt the electrochemical process that nerves utilize to
communicate with muscles and with one another. 8-12 A key chemical in communication
between cholinergic synapses is the neurotransmitter, acetylcholine. This chemical is
responsible of sending signals to neurons in order to control the muscles to perform
desired actions. In the neuro-transmitting process, acetylcholine is decomposed into
inactive metabolite choline and acetate by an enzyme called acetylcholinesterase (AChE),
which is concentrated in the extracellular synaptic cleft, where acetylcholine is secreted.
The active site of AChE consists of a catalytic triad of serine, histidine, and glutamic acid
residues. There is a gorge connecting the active site with the protein surface and a
peripheral anionic site. 13, 14 This decomposition process allows the nerves to rest, thereby
maintaining the normal functions of both the nerves and muscles. The reaction is shown
in Scheme 1-3.
+E-OH 
+ EO + E-OH+o o
Deacetylation
Scheme 1-3. Decomposition reaction of acetocholine by acetocholinesterase (AChE)
OP compounds are known for their acute toxicity. As strong cholinesterase inhibitors, OP
compounds form stable covalent phosphoryl-intermediates with acetylcholinesterase
through phosphorylation of the hydroxyl group of serine of the active site and thus
prevent AChE from degrading acetylcholine. 8-10,15, 16 As acetylcholine builds up, body
muscles become over-stimulated, leading to paralysis and death in a very short period of
time, typically minutes after nerve agent exposure. 9, 17 The spontaneous reversal of
inhibition to regenerate AChE is a slow process. During the early stage of inhibition, it is
possible to reactivate the phosphoryl enzyme with strong nucleophiles, such as
pralidoxime (2-PAM), obidoxime, HI 6, and HLo 7. The formed phosphoryl oximes from
the reactivation reaction are very unstable in water solutions and undergo decomposition
or hydrolytic regeneration depending on the properties of OP substrates, nucleophiles,
and solution conditions. 7, 10, 17-19 At later stages of inhibition, however, the phosphoryl
enzymes undergo an aging process wherein an alkyl group is lost from the phosphoryl
moiety through a carbocation mechanism, rendering the intermediates resistant to oxime
attack and the enzyme completely non-functional. 11, 20 The overall phosphorylation,
reversal of inhibition, aging, and reactivation processes are shown in Scheme 1-4. A
kinetic model was established to incorporate all the above processes to evaluate the
reactivation efficiency of oximes. 21
O O





R0-P-O-E + Nu ) E-OH RO1 -P -Nu
R2 R2
Scheme 1-4. Phosphorylation reaction of acetocholinesterase (E-OH), spontaneous
hydrolysis reaction of the phosphoryl AChE, aging, and the reactivation of phosphoryl-
AChE by strong nucleophiles (Nu). Further reactions of the phosphoryl nucleophiles are
common and not discussed in the scheme.
Although there is debate about the extent, evidence has shown there are adverse health
effects when exposed to repeated OP intoxication at a level not able to cause acute
intoxication of the nervous system. Most research has focused on animal studies, though
some literature has reported the effects of OP insecticides on human behavior. 7, 22-25
Bajgar et. al. found persistent effects on a few behavioral parameters of guinea pigs
following a single inhalation exposure of soman. 26 Significant changes were found in
another study on rats when they were exposed to low-level sarin in a number of
parameters, such as depression of red cell acetocholinesterase, gait disorder, and
mobility, etc. 27 Sleep disruption was also seen in mice when exposed to soman. 28 Long
term exposure to low levels of organophosphates can produce persistent and additive
inhibition of acetylcholinesterase resulting in delayed cholinergic toxicity and delayed
neuropathy. 29, 30 However, the detailed mechanism in regards to low-level exposure is
not very clear at present.
1.1.3 Organophosphate Contamination
When nerve agents are applied on the battlefield, it is critical for military personnel to
recover quickly from the intoxication through medical means. Equally important is the
decontamination of military equipment for immediate reuse and to eliminate future
hazards. Current decontamination technologies utilize large equipment, which poses
serious logistic burdens, and harsh decontamination agents, which are hazardous to
military hardware as well as to operators and the environment. Therefore, new
technologies to decontaminate military equipment are desired. 31 Other than the
battlefield, this new era is facing increasing threat from nerve agent application toward
civilian targets by terrorist attacks, as shown by the release of the nerve gas sarin in the
Tokyo subway system by members of the Aum Shinrikyo sect in 1995. 32 Water sources
are potential high-risk targets. Decontamination of large bodies of surface and ground
water poses special challenges.
When OP pesticides are applied for agricultural or home and garden use, these pesticides
can contaminate water through a variety of means. As shown in Figure 1-1, pesticides
enter water through surface runoff, leaching, air drifting, and/or erosion. When flowing
across the field surface, newly applied pesticides could be washed off the field. Even
though soil is able to bind a certain portion of pesticides, they will eventually enter into
the water body. Wind and water can erode soil that contain pesticide residues and carry
them into nearby bodies of water. Even comparatively insoluble pesticides and pesticides
with high soil adsorption properties can move with eroded soil. The pesticide droplets can
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Figure 1-1. Pathways of pesticide movement in the environment 34lls
Figure 1-1. Pathways of pesticide movement in the environment 34
1.1.4 Current Technologies and Their Problems
Various technologies have been utilized to purify water contaminated by organic
chemicals, including OP compounds. Physical absorption, incineration, chemical
treatment, and membrane technology are among the most widely applied methods to
eliminate many organic hazardous chemicals.
Carbon black is the most widely used adsorbent in the physical process because of low
cost and high adsorption capability. However, hazardous chemicals are only concentrated
without being transformed into harmless products through the process and further
treatments necessary. In addition, the adsorption materials have limited capacity and need
to be recycled and regenerated frequently.
Incineration is a waste treatment technology that involves the combustion of organic
materials and this process is very effective against OP materials. However the
incineration facilities are notoriously expensive. All contaminated materials are required
to be sent to the central facility and dealt with there and this makes the process very
inflexible. Furthermore, the OP compounds need to be removed from the water stream in
order to be dealt with by the incineration technologies. 35
Chemical processes apply bleaches, alkaline solution, or other strong oxidants to
decompose OP compounds. The stoichiometric nature of the interaction between OP
compounds and reactive chemicals requires a large quantity of material to achieve
reasonable decomposition, especially for low OP concentration solutions with large
volumes. As a result, this treatment actually adds more waste to the water body and
makes the final clean-up more complex. 36
A considerable amount of research has been also focused on membrane technologies for
cleaning up water resources. A large number of membranes have been tested to purify
water streams contaminated by OP materials in the reverse osmosis process, some of
which have shown good separation efficiency. However, this process requires large
pressure driving forces, which make this technology inflexible. Secondly, the selectivity
of the membranes is still problematic. They may be selective for one OP compound, but
not for others. This requires uses of multiple specific membranes because of the
complexity of the groundwater system. Finally, membrane fouling is a serious issue
because of the organic nature of OP chemicals and therefore increases operational costs
dramatically. 33
1.1.5 Catalytic Decomposition
When accumulated in natural water systems or attached to soil, OP compounds will
decompose through spontaneous hydrolysis. Other natural processes may occur as well,
such as microbial degradation, photolysis and phytolysis. However, these natural
processes could be very lengthy. Furthermore, the decomposition products can be
unpredictable and even more toxic than the original OP compounds. 9
To accelerate the decomposition process and steer the reaction into desired products,
catalytic decomposition has been tested widely for decomposing OP compounds because
of high specificity and dramatically enhanced reaction rates. 5, 37-47 Three types of
catalysts have been focused upon for OP decomposition. The first is the highly reactive
a-nucleophiles, such as oximates, 11, 37, 38, 48 hydroxamates, 41, 49-51 hydrogen peroxide
anions, 52, 53 iodosobenzoate and its derivatives, 54-56 etc. The molecular structures of
these functional groups are shown in Scheme 1-5. Ultra-Kleen TM 102P is a commercial
decontamination system utilizing alkali peroxide. In these a-nucleophilic groups, the
electron lone pair from the catalytic atom collaborates with another lone pair of electrons
on the a-atom, thereby increasing the nucleophilicity dramatically. The second group is
metal complexes and metallomicelles. 42, 57, 58 The third group are the biological catalysts.
For example, organophosphorus hydrolase (OPH) is an enzyme isolated from the soil-
dwelling bacterium Pseudomonas diminuta and is able to hydrolyze a wide variety of
organophosphate compounds, including the chemical nerve agents such as sarin, soman,
tabun, and VX, as well as the pesticides parathion, and paraoxon. 59 LandguardT M uses
proprietary enzyme technology for OP decomposition.
R OH NH2
OH Na+ -0- OHN /
Aldehydeoxime Amidoxime Sodium hydroperoxide
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R N H O
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Hydroxamic acid lodosobenzoate Imidazole
Scheme 1-5. Chemical structures of a-nucleophiles
The typical mechanism of catalytic decomposition is shown in Scheme 1-6, in which
methyl-paraoxon is catalytically decomposed by nucleophiles. Most studies on catalytic
decomposition have concentrated on homogenous or micellar catalysis, which does not
afford recyclable systems that would allow reuses of the catalysts in order to reduce
operational costs as well as the environmental footprint. 60-62
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Scheme 1-6. Catalytic hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon by nucleophiles
1.2 Magnetic Fluids and Particle Separation
Magnetic nanoparticles are attracting a great deal of interest from various research areas,
including biological separation and biomedicine, 60, 63-65 magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI),66, 67 hyperthermia, 68 catalysis, 69,70 and environmental remediation. 61, 71-74
Magnetic fluids consist of magnetic nanoparticles with the typical sizes between 10-
100nm suspended within a carrier fluid. 75 Because of the strong van der Waals
interactions between particles, they tend to aggregate to form precipitates even with the
strong Brownian motion characteristic of small particles. Electrostatic and/or steric
interactions are often employed to stabilize the particles so that they can form stable
suspensions within the carrier fluids for long term applications. This stabilization can be
realized through coating the particle surfaces with small organic molecules or polymers,
which depend on the specific applications and required carrier fluids. 75 The magnetic
particles can be pure metals, such as iron, nickel and cobalt, 76-78 metal alloys, such as
nickel-platinum, 79,80 and metal oxides, such as magnetite and maghemite. 61,63,81 Among
these magnetic materials, magnetite appears to be the most common for large-scale
applications because it is relatively easy to prepare on a large scale with off-the-shelf raw
materials, easily stabilized by ionic and/or steric interactions, and chemically stable with
regard to subsequent chemical modifications, etc. 82 Magnetite particles could be
prepared in either organic or water carrier fluids. Because of the nature of water
remediation, water will be used as the carrier fluid in this work and the corresponding
magnetic fluids are discussed in the following review.
1.2.1 Particle Synthesis and Properties
Various methods have been used to prepare magnetite nanoparticles, including chemical
co-precipitation, thermal decomposition and high-energy ball-milling, etc. Among these
preparation methods, chemical co-precipitation provides many advantages over others for
large-scale applications in water treatment.
Thermal decomposition of organometallic compounds is often employed to prepare
mono-dispersed particles in the presence of stabilizing materials. 65, 83-88 The most widely
used precursors are metal acetylacetonates and metal cupferronates. This method affords
great control over the shape, size, and monodispersity due to the strong initial burst
formation of crystal cores and slow controlled crystal growth stage. 83-86 However, this
method requires usage of expensive raw materials. It affords magnetic fluids only in
organic solvents due to the strict experimental conditions and therefore require complex
chemical manipulations to be transferred into water medium. 87 This inhibits use of the
method for large scale applications, particularly in aqueous media.
Chemical co-precipitation is convenient and flexible for preparation of magnetite
nanoparticles from water solutions of Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts, in which an aqueous base is
added at elevated or room temperature to precipitate magnetite or maghemite in the
presence of stabilizing materials. The overall reaction is shown in Scheme 1-7.
2FeCl3 + FeCl2 + 8NH40H - Fe304 + 4H 20 + 8NH4Cl
Scheme 1-7. Reaction mechanism for magnetite formation in basic solution
In order to form crystalline magnetite with favorable magnetic properties, high pH and
high temperature are required for the synthesis. The coating polymer is added either
before or at the same time as the base solution. The prepared nanoparticles are
polydisperse and their shapes are not easily controlled during the preparation process due
to the quick formation of whole magnetite crystals and lack of a controlled crystal growth
phase. 66, 89, 90 However, this process is easy to reproduce and scale-up. All used raw
materials are relatively easy and cheap to obtain. These properties make it an ideal
candidate for large-scale applications. 82
1.2.2 Stabilizing Polymer
Magnetic particles can be stabilized by electrostatic interactions or steric interactions, or
both, by suitable coatings on the particle surfaces. Various coatings have been applied
and tested, including surfactants, polyelectrolytes, etc. 61, 81, 90, 91 Bi-layer coatings are
required for surfactant coated nanoparticles to be water dispersible and hydrophobic
forces are needed to keep the second layer in place, making them labile to dissociation on
dilution and attack from other organic polar compounds in water solution. 81, 92 Although
the surfactant coating could be polymerized to increase the coating stability, it requires
complex polymerization process. 89, 92 Therefore, polymer coatings have been the major
focus because they can provide covalent attachment groups as well as stabilizing groups
in the same molecule. This type of coating provides better stability and easier synthetic
processes with off-the-shelf chemicals. 66, 90, 93
Polymer attachment on the particle surfaces relies on the electrostatic interaction between
anionic functional groups and surface cationic ions or chelating interactions between
them. 94, 95 Unlike physical adsorption and ionic interactions, complexation affords strong
bonds between the stabilizing polymer and the particle crystal cores and excellent
stabilization and prevents interactions from being affected by ionic environment.
Phosphate and carboxylic acid groups have been reported to form stable complexes with
the magnetite surface. Since there is a much larger range of polymers and polymerizable
materials containing carboxyl functional groups available, carboxylic acid groups have
been used as a preferred choice when stabilizing the magnetite particles. 93
Copolymerization and polymer branching have been used to incorporate various
functionalities into polymer molecules in addition to the complexing carboxylic groups.
Acrylic acid is used to provide the carboxyl functional groups. Polymers branched with
PEO were used to stabilize particles with steric interactions. 66, 71 When utilizing the
electrostatic interactions, sulfonic acid groups were used to provide the constant ionic
characteristics needed to increase the operational pH range of magnetic particles. Styrene
sulfonic acid was used to provide hydrophobicity for better stability. 93
1.2.3 Modified Functional Magnetic Particles
Not only do the coating materials on the magnetite surface provide stabilization against
particle aggregation and gravitation, they also afford additional functionalities for desired
applications or further modification. This provides much more flexibility and expands the
application of magnetic particles dramatically. The coating materials can contain both the
functional groups and chelation centers. As a result the prepared particles will provide the
functional groups after chelation centers complexed with particle surface during
synthesis. As mentioned above, styrene sulfonic acid was introduced onto the particle
surface as part of the coating polymer to provide hydrophobicity to absorb proteins
through hydrophobic interaction. 60 Chiral catalyst was attached to the surfaces of
magnetite particles through covalent bonds with phosphonic acid as the particle chelating
groups. These particles was used to catalyze asymmetric hydrogenation of aromatic
ketones and recycled afterwards for reuse. 96 Oxime groups were chelated with the
magnetite particles during synthesis for decomposition of the chemical warfare agent
stimulant, diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP). 97, 98
Functional groups have also been covalently bonded with functional groups on particle
surfaces through chemical reactions after particle preparation. Enzymes or antibodies
were attached on the particle surface to catalyze biological reactions or to separate target
biological materials, such as proteins, nuleic acids, and cells, through specific affinity
interactions. 64, 73, 99-101 The attachment commonly employed the chemistry between
carboxylic acid and amine groups to form stable amide bonds with activation by 1-ethyl-
3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC). 67 Gold nanoparticles and quantum dots
have also been attached on magnetic particle surfaces through antibody-antigen
interactions, covalent bonds, and electrostatic interactions. 102, 103
Magnetic particles are also very useful for environmental applications. When not
protected with polymer or other coating materials, magnetic hydrated iron oxide
interacted strongly with and thus was effective in removing As(III) and As(V) traces or
heavy metal ions, such as Cu(II) and Zn(II) ions from water media. 72 Magnetic oxides
also functioned as heterogeneous catalysts for the Fenton reaction to decolorize
wastewaters containing synthetic dyes or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons through
catalyzing the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to produce active hydroxyl radicals.
74 When coated with or embedded within chelating polymers, the formed functional
particles were used for removing water contaminants. A cost-effective moving-bed
process was developed for continuous removal of dissolved organic compounds from
natural organic materials (NOM) with magnetic resins with the diameter around 10gm.
104 Processes using magnetic ion exchange resin (MIEXTM) to remove dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) were shown to be superior to standard coagulation processes. 105, 106
Magnetic polymethylmethacrylate microbeads (150-200gm in diameter) carrying amine
functional groups were shown to remove Pb(II) ions from aqueous solutions. 107
1.2.4 Magnetic Separation
Magnetic particles can be separated and recycled by exploiting magnetic fields. This
enables repeated use of the functional particles and eliminates particle contamination of
the final desired solution.
The magnetic particles of interest are superparamagnetic. Their magnetic dipoles are
randomly distributed in the colloidal solution because the particle sizes are small and the
energy required to change the direction of magnetization of the entire particle crystal is
much less than the thermal energy. The net magnetic moment of the collective particles is
zero at zero external magnetic fields, meaning no coercive field. However, the particles
will align and produce a net magnetic moment when an external field is applied and reach
saturation magnetization when the external field increases to a certain point. Remanence,
the magnetization left behind in a medium after an external magnetic field is removed, is
also zero for the superparamagnetic particles. A magnetic force is applied on the particles
when they are placed into a non-uniform field. The magnitude of the force is quantified
by Equation 1-1.
F = /oVoreMp VH Equation 1-1
where
Po = permeability of the free space
Vcore = volume of magnetic core
H = magnetic field
Mp = magnetization of the particles
The small size of nanoparticles affords small magnetite core volume. The particle
magnetization is determined by the magnetite properties and the system often operates at
the saturation magnetization conditions. Therefore, it requires larger gradient of magnetic
field to exert enough force to counter the drag force by the flowing liquid and the
diffusive force from the concentration gradient of particles in order to separate the
magnetic particles from the carrier fluids. 71 This is realized by high gradient magnetic
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Figure 1-2. Illustration of high gradient magnetic separation
A column filled with small magnetizable metal meshes of wires on the order of tens of
microns in diameter is placed in the gap between the magnetic fields to build up a typical
HGMS device. This setup provides sufficiently large magnetic field gradients due to
distortion of the magnetic fields by the mesh surfaces to capture the magnetic
nanoparticles. Since the entire column is packed with the material, a high magnetic field
capture zone is large enough to be overlapping among multiple wires to capture all
particles. 108 Because of the superparamagnetic properties, nanoparticles can be captured
when the magnetic field is applied and released readily into the solvent when the
magnetic field is removed. 71
However, it has been shown that only particles larger than 50nm would be captured
efficiently by HGMS. The direct co-precipitation method is not able to produce particles
of this size with good colloidal stability that are able to be captured efficiently. A two-
step procedure has been developed to prepare particles stable against high ionic strength
and larger than 50nm for efficient capture by HGMS. 108, 109 The prepared particles are
aggregates of individual particles with multiple magnetic cores. The particle preparation
mechanism is shown in Figure 1-3.
In this procedure, direct co-precipitation was employed to form the magnetite cores and
the step of magnetite core formation and cluster aggregation was isolated from the
stabilization step. During particle synthesis a certain amount of stabilizing polymer is
initially added to the iron salt solution before the addition of base solution. However, the
amount added was not enough to stabilize all the formed individual magnetite cores.
They then formed aggregates because of the incomplete coating. The second addition of
stabilizing polymer coated all of the possibly uncoated particle surfaces to fully stabilize
the aggregates. The quantities and properties of the first and secondary polymer could be
manipulated to produce the aggregates with desired sizes. The secondary polymer could
be different from the first polymer so that the procedure is flexible enough to incorporate
more functionality onto the particle surfaces. 93 Furthermore, molecular weight and
polymer composition have been shown to influence the particle properties significantly
and need to be optimized for appropriate sizes and best stabilization. 93 Hydrophobicity in
the copolymer increased the coating thickness and therefore enhanced the particle
stability. 93,110 The prepared clusters of individual particles remained superparamagnetic,.
Therefore, they were readily captured by HGMS and subsequently recovered readily into
a water solution when the external magnetic field was removed from the HGMS device.
Figure 1-3. Two-step procedure to
efficient capture by HGMS 109
prepare magnetic particles larger than 50nm for
1.3 Research Approach and Specific Aims
Based on the challenges posed by organophosphate contamination and the benefits
provided by the catalytic decomposition and magnetic particles, we propose to utilize the
following process to decompose OP contaminants, as shown in Figure 1-4. In this
process, the contaminated water solution is mixed with magnetic particles with catalytic
groups on their surfaces. The particles utilized are magnetite clusters prepared by the
two-step procedure discussed above and then appropriately modified to carry the
functional groups. The cluster size is controlled to be around 100nm for efficient capture
by HGMS whereas the individual core size is around 8nm from the co-precipitation
method. When the contaminants are fully decomposed, the mixture solution is passed
through an HGMS device to capture the magnetic particles, which will be washed out of
Aqueous solution of FeCl2 and FeCI3








the column and readily redispersed in water by removing the magnetic field after the
column is filled up. The recycled particles will then be fed back into another batch of
contaminated solution for catalytic reaction. The decomposed product will then go
through the regular water treatment process for final use.
Catalyst
Additio
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Figure 1-4. Proposed continuous process for OP decomposition by functional magnetic
particles and their recovery by HGMS
The above process provides a variety of benefits. It is continuous and has the potential to
be implemented on a large scale. Particles utilized are colloidally stable and active
catalytic groups are attached on the particle surfaces to eliminate internal mass transfer
resistance. Nanoparticles are used to increase the surface area and the density of carried
functional groups to improve reaction efficiency with the same amount of material.
Functional particles are recycled after usage to simplify the process, reduce cost, and
minimize the environmental footprint.
The desired particles pose several requirements on the particle preparation process. First,
the synthetic process for magnetic nanopartilces needs to be flexible in order to control
the particle properties. Secondly, the particle synthesis has to be easy to scale up and
therefore the raw materials have to be cheap and relatively easy to obtain in a large scale
in order to be economically possible. Thirdly, proper surface coating has to be introduced
to ensure the colloidal stability of the nanoparticles and the availability of functional
groups, and particle size larger than 50nm for efficient recovery of functional particles by
HGMS. Finally, functional groups need to be attached on the particle surface through
simple methods to provide strong reactivity and particles need to be stable even in
relatively harsh environments during the modification as well as the application stage.
The overall objective of this research is to develop functionalized magnetic particles that
can be used to catalyze decomposition of organophosphate compounds, including both
pesticides and chemical nerve agents. Strong a--nucleophilic groups will be the major
focus in that they are highly reactive toward the target applications, easily prepared with
simple chemical modification steps, and stable under a wide range of environmental
conditions, such as solution pH and significant presence of organic compounds, etc.
To accomplish the overall objective mentioned above, several specific research
objectives will be investigated.
1. Develop strategies to attach a-nucleophilic functional groups onto magnetic
particles. The two-step synthetic method is adopted to prepare the magnetic
aggregates so that both colloidal stability and suitable aggregate size will be
obtained. The following modification strategy will attach the functional groups
onto particles surfaces while maintaining particle stability and particle size.
2. Investigate the decomposition of model compounds with the particles. Model
compounds will be tested with the functionalized particles. The substrate
partitioning between the bulk water phase and the particle surface phase will be
paid special attention. The particles will be optimized to obtain the maximum
reactivity against the model compound.
3. Study the decomposition mechanism of OP compounds by the catalytic
particles. The chemical mechanism of OP hydrolysis by nucleophiles will be
studied within homogeneous systems. The reactivity of the functionalized
particles will be tested for the selected OP compounds.
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Chapter 2
Amidoxime Modified Magnetic Nanoparticles
2.1 Introduction
Hydrolysis of carboxyl esters and phosphate esters is a commercially important reaction
in the field of organic synthesis and environmental treatment. 1 Catalytic hydrolysis
utilizes various catalysts to accelerate the hydrolytic reaction. This has been tested with
carboxyl esters and many insecticides and chemical warfare agents that are
organophosphate compounds. It has shown to have high specificity and dramatically
enhanced reaction rates relative to spontaneous hydrolysis. 2-12 Studies of catalytic
hydrolysis of carboxyl ester, p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA), include the use of enzymes, 4,
12 metal oxides and metal ion complexes with different ligands, 7, 13, 14 and strong
nucleophiles. 15 The strong nucleophilic catalysts include oximes, 2, 3, 16 hydroxamic
acids, 17, 18 iodosobenzoates, 19, 20 and hydro peroxides, 21, 22 etc. Most studies have
concentrated on homogenous or micellar catalysis, neither of which affords the
advantages of easy catalyst recycle. 23-25
Magnetic nanoparticles have attracted attention for possible applications in biological and
environmental separations because they permit fast and economical removal of target
compounds from complex media by use of magnetic fields. 23, 24, 26, 27 The particles are
colloidally stabilized by electrostatic and/or steric interactions from surface coating and
readily dispersed in water without sedimentation. Magnetite nanoparticles are most
commonly utilized and often prepared by co-precipitation of Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts in
water. 26 Magnetic nanoparticles may also be functionalized by reactive groups and used
as catalysts. 28-32 Because the particles are small, the surface area per unit volume is high
and mass transfer resistances are small.33
In this chapter, colloidally stable magnetic nanoparticles with an average diameter of
about 80 nm were prepared through co-precipitation of iron (II) and iron (III) chlorides in
the presence of a random copolymer of acrylic, vinylsulfonic, and styrene sulfonic acids.
After controlled aggregation of the nanoparticles to form aggregates with a diameter of
about 80nm, the exposed carboxyl groups were reacted with cyanoacetohydrazide to form
a carbodiimide with a terminal nitrile group. Oximation with hydroxylamine led to
formation of the amidoxime. The amidoxime-presenting magnetic nanoparticles were
colloidally stable over a broad pH range presumably because of the strong surface charge
and the resulting electrostatic repulsion. The catalytic activity of the particles was tested
by the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate. The presence of the amidoxime-presenting
particles accelerated the hydrolysis rate significantly. The particles were readily
recovered from the aqueous milieu by high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) and
reused with no loss of reactivity. Comparison with hydrolysis catalyzed by free
malonohydroxamamide showed that the particles are more effective. Based on the
analysis with a two-phase model, it is hypothesized that the enhancement is due to
solubilization of the p-nitrophenyl acetate within the polymeric coating of the particles.
2.2 Experimental Section
2.2.1 Materials
Ferric chloride hexahydrate (97%), ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (99%), acrylic acid
(99%), vinylsulfonic acid sodium salt (technical grade, 25% in water), 4-styrenesulfonic
acid sodium salt hydrate, sodium metabisulfite, potassium persulfate (99%), poly(acrylic
acid) (Mw = 5,000), N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC), cyanoacetohydrazide, 4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES), hydroxylamine
hydrochloride, and p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received. Methanol, ammonium
hydroxide (30% in water), and sodium hydroxide were purchased from Mallinckrodt
Baker Inc. (Phillipsburg, NJ) and used as received. Malonohydroxamamide (tech) was
purchased from Ryan Scientific (Mt. Pleasant, SC) and used as received. Water was
generated by the Milli-Q water system.
2.2.2 Particle Synthesis and Modification
Particle precipitation took place in the presence of a random copolymer of acrylic acid
(AA), vinylsulfonic acid sodium salt (VSA), and 4-styrenesulfonic acid sodium salt
hydrate (SSA) with the molar ratio of 2:1:1. The pKa is 4.25, 0.53, and 0.60 for AA,
vinyl sulfonic acid and 4-styrenesulfonic acid respectively. The last two pKa values were
calculated by SPARC online property calculator. The AA-VSA-SSA copolymer was
prepared according to a published procedure. 34 In brief, 1.05g of AA, 3.79g of VSA
solution, and 1.5g of SSA were mixed with 0.1g of potassium persulfate as initiator and
0.4g of sodium metabisulfite as chain transfer agent. The solution volume was adjusted to
22mL by addition of water. Reaction was kept at 800C for 3 hr. The molecular weight of
the polymer was measured by GPC. The polymer solution was used directly for the
particle synthesis without further purification.
Magnetic nanoclusters of primary magnetite particles (-7.5nm in diameter) were
synthesized according to the published two-step procedure. 34 In brief, 40mL of water
was added into three-neck flask and deaerated by nitrogen bubbling for 30min. Then iron
(II) chloride tetrahydrate (0.86g, 4.3mmol) and iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (2.36g,
8.6mmol) were dissolved into the deoxygenated water and the resulting solution was
heated to 800C. 2.5ml of the previously prepared AA-VSA-SSA terpolymer solution was
mixed with 6mL of 28% aqueous ammonium hydroxide and the mixture was quickly
added to the iron salt solution, at which point the solution immediately turned black due
to the formation of magnetite particles. The dispersion was stirred for 15 min. Then 1 g of
aqueous 50%wt poly(acrylic acid) solution was added to the magnetite dispersion as a
secondary polymer and the resulting dispersion was kept at 800 C with stirring for another
15min. After cooling, the particle dispersion was mixed with 50mL of acetone. The
particles were removed from the supernatant by attracting them to an electromagnet and
decanting the solution. The particles were then re-dispersed into 50ml of water and
decanted after mixing with 50ml of acetone. This was repeated for a total of three times.
The particles were finally dried under vacuum until a constant weight was attained. Then
the particles were re-dispersed in 50mL of deionized water and sonicated for Imin using
a Branson Sonifier Model 450 at 40% power output. The particle concentration was
20mg/ml. These particles are referred to as the "original particles" in the following
discussion.
The carboxyl groups on the particle surface were then functionalized by attaching nitrile
groups. To the above mixture was added 0.49g of MES to form a particle dispersion in
50mM MES buffer, and the dispersion pH was adjusted to 5.3 by gradual addition of 1M
hydrochloric acid. Activating agent EDC (0.6g, 3.1mmol) was then added to the particle
dispersion. The particle/EDC dispersion was allowed to equilibrate for 5min. Then 1g of
cyanoacetohydrazide was added and the reaction mixture was kept at room temperature
overnight with stirring. The nitrile-modified particles were then washed by magnetic
decantation with addition of 50ml of acetone. After drying under vacuum overnight,
particles were dispersed in 50mL of methanol. Control experiments without addition of
EDC were also performed to validate the nitrile attachment.
The nitrile groups were then converted to amidoxime groups through the oximation
reaction. 3 Hydroxylamine hydrochloride (1.35g, 1.94mmol) and sodium hydroxide
(0.78g, 1.94mmol) were added to the particle dispersion. The reaction mixture was
refluxed at 650C overnight. Particles were then repeatedly washed by excess water and
magnetic decantation and finally dried under vacuum until a constant weight was
attained. These particles are referred to as "modified particles" in the following
discussion.
2.2.3 Characterization
The molecular weight of original 2:1:1 polymer was measured with gel permeation
chromatography (GPC). The prepared 2:1:1 polymer was purified by repeated washing
with water dissolution and acetone precipitation. The fully clean polymer was dried in a
vacuum oven until constant weight. GPC studies were performed by injecting a 0.1%
(mass) solution of the polymer dissolved in 10mM of phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
solution at pH 7.4 into an Ultrahydrogel Linear column (Waters Co., Milford, MA) with a
Waters 2414 RI detector and IX PBS solution as the eluent.
A Nexus-870 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo Nicolet Corp., Madison, WI) was used in
absorbance mode to determine the chemical bonds present on the particle surfaces. All
particle samples were ground, mixed with KBr, and then pressed to form pellets. The
KBr background was subtracted from the sample spectrum.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to measure the hydrodynamic diameters of the
particles before and after modification. DLS experiments were performed with a
Brookhaven BI-200SM light scattering system at a measurement angle of 90'. Sample
temperature was kept at 250C. Particle dispersion was adjusted to 0.005%wt with 0.01M
buffer to keep the solution pH constant. The buffers used were citrate buffer for pH 4 to
6, phosphate buffer for pH 7 to 8, borate buffer for pH 9, carbonate buffer for pH 10 and
11, and phosphate buffer for pH 12. Particle diameter was extracted from the measured
autocorrelation function by using the vendor-supplied software to fit an exponential
model. Quoted particles sizes are based on intensity-averaged size distributions and the
number average of four independent measurements.
Zeta potentials were measured on a Brookhaven ZetaPals Zeta Potential Analyzer.
Particles were diluted to 0.005%wt Fe30 4 within 10mM buffer solution and 0. 1M sodium
chloride prior to measurement. Buffers used were the same ones used in DLS
measurements. The zeta potential was converted from the electrophoretic mobility (Ue )
of the particles measured over 25 cycles by fitting to the Smoluchowski equation, as
shown in Equation 2-1, where r and c are the viscosity and dielectric constant of the
dispersion medium respectively. The Smoluchowski equation requires that the particle
size be much larger than the Debye length of the electrical double layer. The Debye
lengths in 0.1M of 1:1 and 2:1 electrolytes solution are 0.96nm and 0.56nm at 250C
respectively. Since particles were larger than 70nm, the Smoluchowski equation was
always applicable. The quoted zeta potentials are number averages of five measurements.
1=7 Pe Equation 2-1
E
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed on a JEOL 200CX
microscope (200kV) to analyze the cluster structures before and after the modification
reaction. Samples were prepared by evaporating dilute particle solutions on carbon-
coated films.
A thermo gravimetric analyzer (TGA) was utilized to measure the particle weight change
with increasing temperature to determine the relative polymer content of the
functionalized particles. The analysis was conducted on a TGA Q50 instrument (TA
Instruments). Approximately 15mg of dried magnetic particles were loaded into the
sample pan and the sample pan was then inserted into the furnace purged with nitrogen to
prevent oxidation. The heating profile in the TGA was as follows: heat to 150 0C at
50C/min; hold at 150 0C for 30min; heat to 9000 C at 5oC/min. The sample weight was
then recorded as a function of temperature.
Elemental analysis for nitrogen was performed at Atlantic Microlab, Inc. (Norcross, GA)
to quantify the functional groups present after the particle modification.
2.2.4 Kinetics Measurement
Hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate was followed by using a Hewlett-Packard 8453
UV/Vis spectrophotometer. The hydrolysis product, p-nitrophenol ion, has a strong
absorbance at 404nm. Samples were measured at 250C and solution pH was kept at 8 in
50mM Tris buffer to prevent pH change during the hydrolysis. Reaction systems
comprised of magnetic particles with concentrations of 1 to 4mg/ml, 0.25mM p-
nitrophenyl acetate substrate, 0.2M NaCl, 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8, and 20%vol ethanol
in water solution. The presence of ethanol was to facilitate PNPA solubilization and these
concentrations were overall concentrations in the final reaction mixture. Samples of the
reaction mixture were withdrawn at selected intervals and the magnetic particles were
removed by a high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) device and a 50mM Tris buffer
at the same pH was used to wash out of the column any possibly trapped hydrolysis
product. The HGMS device was an L-1CN Frantz canister separator supplied by S. G.
Frantz Co., Inc. (Trenton, NJ). The system consisted of a cylindrical plastic column
packed with type 430 fine-grade stainless steel wool (40-66gm diameter) also supplied
by S. G. Frantz Co., Inc. The packing fraction was 12%vol. A magnetic field was
generated by an electromagnet with an intensity of 1.3 Tesla between the two plates, as
measured by a handheld magnetometer. The flow rate through the column was Iml/min.
The liquid flow was controlled by a peristaltic pump. Recycling of the magnetic particles
was performed by passing the previous reaction mixture through the column. The
electromagnet was then turned off and the particles were fully washed out of the column
with 20ml of deionized water. Particles were collected through magnetic decantation with
addition of 20ml of acetone and dried at 50C in oven until constant weight. Particles
were then dispersed into water to form a solution with the same particle concentration as
that before the recycle. The particle solution was then subjected to the same reaction
procedure as discussed above.
PNPA hydrolysis catalyzed by free malonohydroxamamide, which has two amidoxime
groups, was also performed with 1 to 4mM of amidoxime, 0.05mM p-nitrophenyl acetate
substrate, 0.2M NaCi, and 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 in the final reaction mixture. The
kinetic parameters from this homogenous system were compared with those from the
particle system.
2.2.5 PNPA Solubilization on Particle Surface
The hydrophobic absorption of p-nitrophenyl acetate on the surfaces of the modified
magnetic particles was determined as follows. 2ml of 5%wt of the amidoxime modified
particle dispersion in a 0.25M sodium chloride solution was mixed with 0.5ml of 0.4mM
PNPA ethanol solution and kept at pH 7 to minimize hydrolysis. This mixture was
similar to that used for kinetic measurements. The dispersion mixture was put into a
Centriprep® YM-50 centrifugal filter unit and centrifuged at 1500g for 5min. Then lml of
the obtained pure liquid was mixed with lml of 1M sodium hydroxide solution and the
mixture was kept at room temperature for one hour to let PNPA be fully hydrolyzed. The
p-nitrophenol ion concentration in the final mixture was determined on a UV/Vis
spectrophotometer at an absorbance of 404nm. The above procedure was carried out
again without addition of any particles to get the reference concentration under the same
conditions. The difference in the p-nitrophenol ion concentration was used to calculate
the absorption of PNPA by the particles.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Particle Preparation and Characterization
Applications of magnetic particles in aqueous media require colloidal stability and
recyclability of the particles. Particles can be stabilized colloidally by steric or
electrostatic interactions or both. Small particles offer large surface areas and a resulting
ability to present more functional groups than is possible with larger particles of the same
total weight. However, individual magnetic particles with sizes less than 10 nm are not
captured efficiently by HGMS because of the small magnetic forces acting on the
particles and the relatively strong diffusive forces resulting from the particle
concentration gradient. 35 However, it has been shown that magnetic nanoparticle clusters
with a hydrodynamic diameter larger than 50 nm can be effectively captured by HGMS.36
Therefore, magnetic clusters of many primary magnetic particles were synthesized by co-
precipitation of the iron chlorides in the presence of chelating polymers through a two-
step procedure described previously. 34, 36 A terpolymer was prepared according to
Scheme 2-1 with weighted average molecular weight of 6,000 and chelated to the particle
surface as the first coating.
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Scheme 2-1. Preparation of the first coating polymer of AA-VSA-SSA (2:1:1)
In this coating copolymer, acrylic acid provided carboxyl groups to chelate with
magnetite surface, while vinyl sulfonic acid (VSA) and styrenesulfonic acid (SSA)
provided pH-independent negative charges over a broad range of solution pH, and SSA
afforded hydrophobicity necessary to increase coating thickness and enhance particle
stability. 34, 37 The prepared magnetic clusters were stabilized colloidally by electrostatic
repulsion and withstood months in water without noticeable sedimentation even when
dispersed in 1M sodium chloride solutions.
The precursor attachment is depicted in Scheme 2-2, in which the precursor molecules
formed carbonyl hydrazide bonds with the free carboxyl groups on the particle surfaces.
0 0
H2N- NH CN 
RT H
Scheme 2-2. Attachment of nitrile groups through carbodiimide chemistry
Cyanoacetohydrazide was utilized because it provided both a hydrazide group for
carbonyl hydrazide bond formation and a nitrile group that could be converted
subsequently into a nucleophilic amidoxime group. Nucleophilic properties of amidoxime
in hydrolytic reactions of PNPA and organophosphates have been demonstrated. 3, 38 The
modified particles were tested for the presence of nitrile groups by FT-IR and the results
are shown in Figure 2-1. Major absorption bands were seen at 625, 1570, and 3440cm',
corresponding to vibrational frequencies of magnetite, carboxyl groups, and surface
hydroxyl groups from the surface FeOH and chemisorbed water on the magnetite,
respectively. 39-41 After the modification, two major absorption bands appeared at
1710cm and 2250cm - ', corresponding to the carbonyl amide and nitrile stretching,
respectively. Analogous control procedures applied to the system without the activating
agent (EDC) did not result in particles with any detectable presence of nitrile groups.
This suggested that the above procedure successfully produce particles with nitrile groups
chemically bonded to the particle surface.
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Figure 2-1. IR spectra of particles before and after nitrile attachment. Black line was
from the original particles and the red line from the nitrile-attached particles.
Attached nitrile groups were then transformed into amidoxime groups through the
oximation reaction shown in Scheme 2-3.
NaOH OH
+ NH2OHHCI OHMeOH reflux
NH2
Scheme 2-3. Oximation of nitrile groups into amidoxime.groups
FT-IR test results of the oximated particles are shown in Figure 2-2. The appearance of
an absorption peak at 1680cm -', corresponding to oxime groups, and the disappearance of
nitrile groups suggest that the nitrile groups were successfully converted into amidoxime
groups. It has been shown that carboxyl groups can be transformed into hydroxamic acid
groups by hydroxylamine. 42 Control experiments were performed to check on the
possibility by subjecting the original particles to the same conversion procedures as used
for the modified particles. The control samples did not show any reactivity for PNPA
hydrolysis, which suggests that carboxyl groups were not transformed into hydroxamic
groups by this particular procedure.
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Figure 2-2. IR spectra of particles before and after oximation reaction. Black line was
from the CN-attached particles and the red line from the oximated particles.
TEM pictures of the particle clusters before and after the reaction are shown in Figure
2-3. Very low particle concentrations were utilized in order to ensure that the results are
depictions of clusters and not of artificial clustering of the particles during TEM
preparation. As seen in Figure 2-3, particles after nitrile attachment and oximation




Figure 2-3. Cluster structure before (a) and after (b) overall chemical modification.
Samples were prepared by putting a water dispersion of particles at 0.005wt% on the
TEM grid and evaporating water at room temperature.
Hydrodynamic diameters of prepared particles were determined by dynamic light
scattering (DLS). As shown in Figure 2-4, particle size is very similar to that of the
original particles over the pH range of 5 to 12. This indicated the absence of
agglomeration and particle suitability for recovery by high gradient magnetic separation
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Figure 2-4. Size comparison before and after modification reaction at various solution
pH. Original particles were particles from the two-step synthesis procedure and modified
particles were those after the nitrile-attachment and oximation reaction. Particle
concentration was kept at 0.005wt% for measurement. All samples were measured in
0.01M buffer, citrate buffer for pH 5 to 6, phosphate buffer for pH 7 to 8, borate buffer
for pH 9, carbonate buffer for pH 10 and 11, and phosphate buffer for pH 12.
Zeta potential measurements were performed to analyze surface charges of the magnetic
particles. Zeta potentials of particles at various pH values are shown in Figure 2-5. The
original particles were strongly negatively charged over the whole pH range studied
because of the presence of sulfonic and carboxyl groups. Since they have a pKa value of
4.25, the carboxyl groups start to become protonated at around pH 5 and therefore the
negative charge decreases with decreasing solution pH. After the modification, particles
were still strongly negatively charged due to the presence of the sulfonic groups, which
have pKa values less than 1. However, the electrokinetic potential of the modified
particles was less negative than that of the original particles, which can be attributed to
the fact that carboxyl groups reacted with amine groups and lost their negative charge.
The amidoxime groups have a pKa value around 10.6 and this causes the gradual
decrease of zeta potential in the high solution pH range. At relatively lower pH, the
surface charges became similar in both cases, indicating that the sulfonic groups were
playing the dominant role. Because of the strong surface charge, both particles were able
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Figure 2-5. Zeta potential of particles before (square) and after (triangle) the
modification procedure at various solution pH. Particle concentration was kept at
0.005%wt for measurement. All samples were measured in 0.01M buffer and 0.1M of
NaC1, citrate buffer for pH 4 to 6, phosphate buffer for pH 7 to 8, borate buffer for pH 9,
carbonate buffer for pH 10 and 11.
The magnetic particles before and after the chemical modification were analyzed with
thermo gravimetric analyzer (TGA) to determine the amount of chemically bound
material on the particles after they were purified and dried. The TGA results are shown in
Figure 2-6, in which the residual mass percentage is plotted as a function of temperature.
For the original particles, the attached polymer was decomposed in two separate phases.
The first phase was probably due to decomposition of the side chains of the attached
polymer. The second phase started at around 550 0C as the chemically bound groups on
the magnetite surface started to decompose. For the modified particles, the second phase
started around the same temperature as the first phase was finished. The initial weight
loss of the modified particles was much more than that of the original particles, indicating
that the attached functional groups were decomposed at this stage in addition to the
previously mentioned polymer side chains. The residual magnetite weight percentage was
used to compute the bound-polymer/magnetite mass ratios, which were found to be 0.60
and 0.78 before and after the chemical modification. The polymer/magnetite ratio was
also measured through iron titration test to be around 0.70 and 0.85 respectively,
consistent with the TGA measurements.
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Figure 2-6. TGA analysis of magnetic particles before and after the chemical
modification. The initial faster weight loss and final weight percentage difference were
from the attachment of amidoxime groups.
Elemental analysis showed that the nitrogen content of the particles was 3.32%wt. This
nitrogen weight content was converted into an average molar concentration by assuming
that all EDC-activated carboxyl groups reacted with cyanoacetohydrazide and that all
nitrile groups were completely converted into amidoxime groups. Based on the fact that
one functional group contains four nitrogen atoms, lmg/mL particle solution
corresponded to 0.59mM functional amidoxime groups assuming that the functional
groups are homogenously distributed in the solution.
2.3.2 Hydrolysis Kinetics ofp-Nitrophenyl Acetate
Hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate has been studied extensively under a wide range of
conditions in the presence of various homogenous catalysts. 2, 5-8, 12 The present work is
unique in that we have been able to combine the advantages of both homogenous and
heterogeneous systems. Because the particle size was very small and functional groups
were located on the particle surface, mass transfer resistance was minimal and the
particles functioned much like homogenous catalysts. 26 However, the functional groups
were carried on magnetic particles, which made recycling and reuse of the catalyst by
HGMS fairly straightforward.
In the presence of amidoxime groups, PNPA is hydrolyzed both spontaneously and by
nucleophilic substitution as shown in Scheme 2-4. 3 The amidoxime groups on the
particle surface attack the ester group, forming an intermediate complex and releasing p-
nitrophenol. It has been shown that the substitution is a second order reaction. 12 The
complex is then deacetylated by hydroxide ions and the original amidoxime groups are
regenerated for further catalytic reaction.
OH 0-




Scheme 2-4. Catalytic hydrolysis of PNPA by amidoxime groups on the particle surfaces
Since the pKa of p-nitrophenol is 7.2 and the reaction solution was kept at pH 8, the
hydrolyzed product was in the form of both p-nitrophenol and p-nitrophenol ions. The
total concentration of hydrolyzed product was calculated from the measured
concentration ofp-nitrophenol ions through Equation 2-2.
[PNP]tota,,
,
= [PNP- ] measure ( +1/1 0pH- p K a ) = 1.16 [PNP ]measure Equation 2-2
Because the dissociation of p-nitrophenol releases protons, which can change the
hydrolysis rate, 50mM Tris buffer was used to keep pH constant at 8.
Figure 2-7 shows the concentration change of the hydrolyzed product with time on the
addition of different amounts of amidoxime modified particles. With unmodified
particles, overall hydrolysis was no different than spontaneous hydrolysis, indicating that
the original particles had negligible effect. In the presence of modified particles,
generation of hydrolyzed product was much faster, indicating that hydrolysis was clearly
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Figure 2-7. Concentration change of hydrolyzed product with addition of various
particles. Spontaneous hydrolysis (black line), hydrolysis with lmg/ml of unmodified
particles, and with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml of functionalized particles. Solution pH was kept
at 8 with 50mM Tris buffer and 250C. [PNPA]o = 0.25mM.
In the hydrolysis system, the hydrolysis product was generated by the spontaneous
reaction, hydrolysis by hydroxyl ions and hydrolysis by the added nucleophiles. The
reaction rate can be described by Equation 2-3. 20
r = dNP] = kspon +kOH,[OH]+kcat, [NOH-])[PNPA]= rspon +rcat, Equation 2-3
During the initial stage of the hydrolysis reaction, the majority of nucleophiles remained
in the active form and the concentration of nucleophiles was roughly constant. Since
system pH was kept constant, the first two terms in the parenthesis were also constant.
Thus this equation is pseudo-first order and integrates to yield Equation 2-4.
- n (1- [PNP]t /[PNPA]o) = kobst Equation 2-4
in which
kobs = kspon + kH OHH- + kcat NOH- Equation 2-5
Raw kinetic data were transformed according to Equation 2-4 and plotted against time as
shown in Figure 2-8, where the slope of the plot is kobs . The observed kinetics constants
were measured for a series of particle concentrations and the initial hydrolysis rates
obtained from the above procedure were plotted with regard to particle concentrations, as
shown in Figure 2-9. Spontaneous hydrolysis and hydrolysis by hydroxide ions were
measured separately. The kinetic constant kcat was then calculated by fitting the data
points with a linear function from the plot of k obsersus amidoxime concentration. The
second order kinetic constant is 4.6x 10-5(mg/ml)-ls-' based on the particle weight
concentration and 7.9x 10-5(mM)- s-' based on the molar concentration of the amidoxime
groups.
2.3.3 Particle Recycle
Because of the superparamagnetic property of the magnetic clusters, 34 particles were
able to be recovered fully from the column after the first batch of reaction with the
substrate. The PNPA hydrolysis kinetic constants with the recycled particles were
obtained using the same experimental procedure as discussed above. As shown in Figure
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Figure 2-8. Pseudo-first order hydrolysis kinetics of PNPA with addition of various
particle concentrations from spontaneous hydrolysis, hydrolysis with 1mg/ml unmodified
particles, and that with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml functionalized particles. Solution pH was
















Figure 2-9. Dependence of the observed hydrolysis kinetics constants on particle
concentration. The slope of the line provided the second order kinetic constant: kcat =
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Figure 2-10. Observed hydrolysis kinetic constants of fresh particles (square) and
recycled particles (triangle) at various particle concentrations. Solution was kept at pH 8
with 50mM Tris buffer and 250C. [PNPA]o = 0.25mM.
2.3.4 Comparison with Homogenous Hydrolysis and Two-Phase Model
In order to determine whether the particles played a role other than that of simply
providing functional groups, PNPA hydrolysis by functionalized particles was compared
with that by a solution of the amidoxime compound, malonohydroxamamide, the
structure of which is shown in Scheme 2-5.
NH2  NH2
HO~ NOH
Scheme 2-5. Structure of malonohydroxamamide
Hydrolysis kinetics were measured under the same conditions as those for the particle
system, including the addition of 50mM Tris buffer to keep system pH at 8, 0.2M of
sodium chloride to maintain constant ionic strength, and various amounts of amidoxime.
Because the amount of amidoxime added to the system was in the milli-molar range and
much larger than the substrate concentration of 0.05mM, hydrolytic kinetics also showed
pseudo-first order character. The kinetic constants, kobs, for homogenous amidoxime
were obtained in the same way as those from the particle system. The comparison
between particle and homogeneous systems is shown in Figure 2-11. Second-order
kinetic constants were 4.6 X 10-2M-ls-1 for malonohydroxamamide and 7.9 X 10-2M-is -1
for particle solution. The kinetic constants for the particle system were the same as those
in Figure 2-9 with the particle weight concentration converted into amidoxime
concentration according to the elemental analysis results.
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Figure 2-11. Comparison of observed hydrolytic kinetic constants catalyzed by
malonohydroxamamide (triangle) and functionalized particles (square). Second-order
kinetic constants were kcat = 4.6x 102M-1s-1 for malonohydroxamamide and kcat = 7.9 x
10-2M-I s- for particle solution. Solution pH was kept at 8 with 50mM Tris buffer and
25 0C. [PNPA]o = 0.25mM for particle system and [PNPA]o = 0.05mM for
malonohydroxamamide system.
A two-phase model, also called the pseudo-phase model, was invoked to explain why the
particle system exhibits a larger second-order kinetic constant than does the homogenous
amidoxime system, as represented in Scheme 2-6. The two phase model has been used
extensively to describe the catalytic behavior of micellar systems 2, 5, 43-45
Aqueous phase
k2W
PNPAw + OH- - PNP
kcat
PNPAp + Nu - Complex + PNP
k2W
Particle surface pseudo-phase
Scheme 2-6. Pseudo two-phase mechanism for the PNPA hydrolysis with the presence of
amidoxime modified magnetic particles.
In the aqueous phase, PNPA undergoes spontaneous hydrolysis as described by Equation
2-6.
rbulk = ko +kOH OH bulk) [PNPA]bulk Equation 2-6
Bulk concentrations refer to those in the aqueous phase. Given the certain degree of
hydrophobic nature on the particle surface, the PNPA substrate could distribute favorably
onto the particle surface, enabling a higher substrate concentration on the particle surface
to be attained than that in the aqueous phase. Similar phenomena have been observed in
absorption of hydrophobic proteins onto similar particles. 23 PNPA was also observed to
be favorably distributed into an organic phase within water/organic solvent mixtures. 4
On the particle surface where the functional groups were located, the PNPA substrate
underwent both the spontaneous hydrolysis and catalytic hydrolysis by amidoxime
groups through the mechanism shown in Scheme 2-4. The decomposition reaction on the
particle surface was therefore described by Equation 2-7.
flocal =(kon +ko, OH local + kc, [NOH]local )[PNPA]local Equation 2-7
All concentrations in Equation 2-7 refer to those in the particle surface pseudo-phase. The
overall concentration of hydrolyzed product, p-nitrophenol, was described by Equation
2-8.
d [PNP] overa blk 1 -l + Vocal
dt total total
Equation 2-8
in which VIoca, is the volume of the particle phase and Votal is the total volume, including
both the aqueous phase and the particle phase. The following equations describe the
relationship between concentrations in the bulk phase and those in the particle phase. The
favorable localization of PNPA on the particle surface can be described by Equation 2-9.
[PNPA]ocal = K s [ PNPA]bulk Equation 2-9
in which Ks is the distribution coefficient of PNPA between the two phases.
The averaged concentration of PNPA based on the overall system is defined according to
Equation 2-10.
( Vota - Vocal ) [ PNPA]bulk + Vocal [ PNPA]local = [PNPA]overal total Equation 2-10
Because the particle volume fraction was small, estimated to be 0.3%vol for lmg/ml
particle dispersion, Voca,, was neglected from the first term and Equation 2-10 was
simplified to Equation 2-11.
[ PNPA ]or[PNPA]blk =1+K Equation 2-11
in which P = local is the volume fraction of the particle phase. The concentration of
Vtotal
catalytic groups is given by Equation 2-12.
Equation 2-12[NOH]O ota l [NOH] o = / [NOH]overall
Vlocal
These concentration relationships were substituted into Equation 2-8 and further
simplified to Equation 2-13.
d[PNP]overall = kspon+kOH [OH- b KPO- local ± kcat [NO]local Ks PNPoverall
dt so 1+ Ks 1+ K[PNP vera
Equation 2-13
For the particle concentration (less than 5mg/ml) studied previously, the particle volume
fraction was less 1.5 percent. According to the literature, the distribution coefficient of
PNPA between cumene and water is 100. 4 Because the hydrophobicity on the particles
was much smaller than that of pure cumene, the Ks was much less than 100. As a result,
Ks/3 < 1. This enables further simplification of Equation 2-13 to Equation 2-14.
d [PNP] overall = kspon +kO OH- ] + Ksk,, [NOH]averag
e )[PNPA] overalldt
Equation 2-14
The term in the parenthesis represents the observed kinetic constant of the PNPA
hydrolysis catalyzed by amidoxime modified particles, shown in Equation 2-15.
kobs = kspon + koH OH-] + Kskca, [NOH]laverage Equation 2-15
Comparison with the hydrolysis catalyzed by homogenous amidoxime molecules shown
in Equation 2-5 indicated a clear difference between the two systems. The slope of the
kobs plot against amidoxime concentration is Ksk,, for the particle system and kc,, for
the homogenous system. The slope difference in Figure 2-11 was attributed to the
concentration effect of the substrate on the particle surface combined with the fact that
functional groups were only located on the particle surface. This combined concentration
effect resulted in the enhancement of reactivity in the particle system versus that in the
homogenous system. If the substrate was further assumed to undergo the same reaction
mechanism with the same second order kinetic constants in both cases, it is concluded
that the surface concentration of PNPA substrate was about twice that in the bulk
solution. The absorption measurement has shown that presence of 5%wt particle reduced
the final absorbance of p-nitrophenol ions from 0.574 to 0.517, about 10 percent
concentration change. The volume fraction of the 5%wt particles in the dispersion was
estimated to be 15%vol. These numbers were substituted into Equation 2-11 and Ks value
was calculated to be 1.8. This supported the above model of preferred solubilization of
PNPA on the particle surface.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, amidoxime modified magnetic particles were prepared with
hydrodynamic diameters of around 80nm. The particles were captured effectively by
HGMS. Particles were stabilized by electrostatic interactions owing to the strong surface
charge. Particle stability and morphology were not significantly altered after the chemical
modifications to carry the functional amidoxime groups. Particles were tested against the
hydrolysis of the model ester compound, p-nitrophenyl acetate, and were shown to
accelerate the hydrolysis reaction significantly. The presence of hydrophobic domains on
the particle surfaces concentrated the substrate and therefore caused enhancement of
catalytic activity compared with homogenous amidoxime systems.
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Chapter 3
Hydroxamic Acid Modified Magnetic Nanoparticles
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the amidoxime functional groups were attached to the magnetic
nanoparticles through chemical attachment of a precursor group followed by chemical
modification. The particles were active toward the hydrolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate. In
this chapter, another strategy was explored to attach more reactive nucleophiles as
functional groups.
Hydroxamic acid and its derivatives have been studied extensively in the medicinal area
for their potential use as inhibitors of hypertension, tumor growth, inflammation,
infectious agents, asthma, arthritis, etc. 1-3 Furthermore, hydroxamic acid is able to
chelate strongly with heavy metal ions. Polyhydroxamic acid gel, for example, removed
uranium ions from environmental samples through selective adsorption to reduce the
possibility of serious intoxication by excessive intake of heavy metal ions. 4 Hydrogels
containing pendant hydroxamic acid groups as iron-specific chelating agents were studied
for the potential treatment of iron overload, a severe clinical condition. 5
The property of particular interest of hydroxamic acid is its strong nucleophilicity.
Similar to oximes, iodosobenzoates, and hydroperoxides, hydroxamic acid is an a-effect
nucleophile, meaning that it is a better nucleophile than predicted by Bronsted relations
between nucleophilicity and basicity. 6 Hydroxamic acid, either in the monomeric form or
in micelles/co-micelles formed with surfactants in solution, was effective in accelerating
the hydrolysis of carboxyl and phosphate esters, which has been attracting considerable
attention over the past decades because of its important implications in many chemical
reactions. 7-12 However, most studies on catalysis by hydroxamic acid groups were
concentrated on homogenous or micellar systems, which made it difficult to recycle and
reuse the reactive reagents to reduce operational costs and environmental footprint. 13-15
Hydroxamic acid groups have been immobilized on polymer particles for the recovery of
uranium and iron ions and the acceleration of the nucleophilic substitution reactions in
order to enable their recovery after usage. 4, 5 However, capture of polymer particles
would be challenging if the particle size were very small and the surface area and
hydroxamic acid group density would be reduced significantly if particle size were kept
large. In order to solve the problems, we proposed to attach the hydroxamic acid groups
onto the surfaces of magnetic nanoparticles. Magnetic nanoparticles have attracted
extensive research for applications in biological and environmental separations because
they enable fast and economical removal of target compounds from complex media by
applying magnetic fields. 13,14, 16 They can be prepared by co-precipitation of iron salts in
water with a simple procedure on a large scale with off-the-shelf raw materials. The
prepared particles are chemically stable and can be functionalized to carry reactive
groups for various applications. 17-22 Surface modification enables all functional groups to
be accessible and eliminates internal mass transfer resistances. Furthermore, small
particles create large surface area and increase the amount of functional groups carried by
the same weight of materials. 23
In this chapter, colloidally stable magnetic nanoparticles with average diameter of around
100 nm were prepared through co-precipitation of iron (II) and iron (III) chlorides with
10-undecenoic acid as the second coating material. Hydroxamic acid groups were
attached through the copolymerization of acrylamide monomer and the 10-undecenoic
acid on the particle surface, followed by conversion of amide into hydroxamic acid
groups. The prepared magnetite clusters were around 200nm due to crosslinking during
the copolymerization. They were strongly negatively charged and colloidally stable over
a wide range of solution pH and salt concentrations. These particles were tested against
the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA), which acted as a model of
organophosphate compounds. The particles accelerated the PNPA hydrolysis
significantly. The particles were readily recovered from the aqueous milieu by high-
gradient magnetic separation (HGMS). The recovered particles lost 80% reactivity due to
Lossen rearrangement of acetyl hydroxamic acid, i.e., they were not catalytic. Strategies
to prevent this loss and improve turnover rate of hydroxamic acid groups are discussed.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Materials
Ferric chloride hexahydrate (97%), ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (99%), acrylic acid
(99%), vinylsulfonic acid sodium salt (technical grade, 25% in water), 4-styrenesulfonic
acid sodium salt hydrate, 10-undecenoic acid, sodium metabisulfite, potassium persulfate
(99%), acrylamide (99%), hydroxylamine hydrochloride, and p-nitrophenyl acetate
(PNPA), polyacrylamide solution (50%wt, MW = 10,000), were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received. Ammonium
hydroxide (30% in water), acetone, and sodium hydroxide were purchased from
Mallinckrodt Baker Inc. (Phillipsburg, NJ) and used as received.
3.2.2 Particle Synthesis and Modification
As discussed in the previous chapter, the magnetic particles need to be in clusters in order
to be captured efficiently by HGMS. Therefore, the two-step procedure was employed to
prepare the original particles for further modifications. 24 The first polymer used for
particle synthesis was a random copolymer of acrylic acid (AA), vinylsulfonic acid
sodium salt (VSA), and 4-styrenesulfonic acid sodium salt hydrate (SSA) with the molar
ratio of 2:1:1, respectively. The AA-VSA-SSA copolymer was prepared according to the
published procedure described briefly as follows. 24 1.05g of AA, 3.79g of VSA solution,
and 1.5g of SSA were mixed with 0.1g of potassium persulfate as initiator and 0.4g of
sodium metabisulfite as chain transfer agent. The solution volume was adjusted to 22mL
by adding appropriate amount of water. The reaction was kept at 800C for 3hr. The
prepared copolymer solution was used directly for particle synthesis without purification.
The two-step procedure to prepare original magnetite nanoparticles was as follows. 24
40mL of water was added to a three-neck flask and deaerated by nitrogen bubbling for
30min. Iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (0.86g, 4.3mmol) and iron (III) chloride
hexahydrate (2.36g, 8.6mmol) were dissolved into the deoxygenated water and the
resulting solution was heated up to 800C. While stirring, 2.5ml of the previously prepared
AA-VSA-SSA terpolymer solution was mixed with 6mL of 30% aqueous ammonium
hydroxide and the mixture was added quickly to the iron salt solution, at which point the
solution turned black immediately due to the formation of magnetite particles; the
reaction was kept stirred for 15min. Then 0.5g of 10-undecenoic acid was added to the
magnetite dispersion as the secondary coating material and the resulting dispersion was
kept at 800C for another 15min. After cooling down to room temperature, the particle
dispersion was mixed with 50ml of acetone, decanted by using an electro-magnet, re-
dispersed into 50ml of water and decanted after mixing with 50ml of acetone three more
times. The clean particles were re-dispersed into 50mL of deionized water and sonicated
for Imin using a Branson Sonifier Model 450 at an output of 40% to form uniform
dispersion. The particle weight concentration was 20mg/ml. These particles were referred
to as original particles.
The original particles were then copolymerized with acrylamide monomers to attach
amide groups on the particles. 25, 26 0.6g of acrylamide was added to 25ml of the
previously-prepared particle dispersion and the solution pH was adjusted to 3.2 by
gradually adding IM hydrochloric acid. The solution was purged with nitrogen under
vigorous stirring. Then 0.1g of potassium persulfate was added as the polymerization
initiator and the reaction mixture was kept at 600 C for 2hr under continuous stirring.
After the reaction was finished, 25ml of acetone was added to the reaction mixture to
precipitate the magnetite particles coated with newly formed copolymer. The particles
were re-dispersed into 25ml of water and decanted using an electro-magnet after mixing
with 25ml of acetone for three times to remove the un-reacted monomers and other
impurities. Finally, the purified particles were dispersed in 25ml water.
The attached amide groups were then converted into hydroxamic acid groups through the
following procedure. 4,27 1.05g of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (15.1mmol) and 4ml of
5M sodium hydroxide solution were added to 25ml of acrylamide modified particle
dispersion and the reaction mixture was kept at room temperature for 72hrs under
stirring. The reaction mixture was then cleaned up with the HGMS separation to remove
any un-reacted raw materials as well as other impurities. HGMS was performed with an
L-1CN Frantz canister separator supplied by S. G. Frantz Co., Inc. (Trenton, NJ). The
HGMS system consisted of a cylindrical column with the diameter of lcm packed with
type 430 fine-grade stainless steel wool (40-66gm diameter) also supplied by S. G. Frantz
Co., Inc.. The packing fraction was 12%vol. An electromagnet was used to generate a
magnetic field with the intensity of 1.3 Tesla between the two plates. The particle
solution was passed through the column at a flow rate of 4ml/min with the magnet on to
capture the particles. The liquid flow was controlled by a peristaltic pump. Then 20ml of
water were passed through the column to wash out any material absorbed by the particles
and the column wires. The electromagnet was turned off and particles were fully washed
out of the column with 20ml of deionized water. They were collected through magnetic
decantation with addition of 20ml of acetone and dried under vacuum until constant
weight.
Polyhydroxamic acid (PHA) was also prepared using the same procedure as used in the
particle conversion step. Polyacrylamide with a molecular weight of 10,000 was utilized.
After the conversion procedure, the reaction solution was dialyzed exhaustively
(membrane MW cutoff (MWCO), 3500) against DI water. The purified solution was
lyophilized and the dry polymer sample was stored dry at 2-8 'C until further use.
3.2.3 Particle Characterization
Chemical bond changes were characterized with a Nexus-870 FT-IR spectrometer
(Thermo Nicolet Corp., Madison, WI). All particle samples were ground, mixed with
KBr, and then pressed to form pellets. The sample was measured in absorbance mode by
collecting 256 scans with a resolution of 4cm-' after subtracting KBr background.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to measure the hydrodynamic diameter of the
particles before and after modification. DLS experiments were performed with the
Brookhaven BI-200SM light scattering system at a measurement angle of 90'. The
samples were diluted to 0.005%wt Fe3 0 4 with 10mM buffer. The utilized buffers were
citrate buffer with pH 3 to 6, phosphate buffer with pH 7 to 8, borate buffer with pH 9,
and carbonate buffer with pH 10 and 11. Sample temperature was kept at 250C during the
measurement. Particle diameter was extracted by fitting the measured autocorrelation
function with an exponential model in the provided software. Quoted particles sizes were
based on an intensity-averaged size distribution and the averages of four independent
measurements.
The Zeta potentials of particle suspensions were measured on a Brookhaven ZetaPals
Zeta Potential Analyzer. Particles were diluted to 0.005%wt Fe30 4 with 10mM buffer.
The buffers used were the same as those in DLS measurement. Zeta potential was
converted from the electrophoretic mobility measured over 25 cycles by fitting to the
Smoluchowski equation, as shown in Equation 3-1, where pte is the measured
electrophoretic mobility and r and e are the viscosity and dielectric constant of the
dispersion medium respectively. The quoted Zeta potentials are number averages of five
measurements.
= e Equation 3-1
Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted on a TGA Q50 instrument (TA
Instruments) to analyze the particle weight change with increasing temperature.
Approximately 15mg of dried magnetic particles was loaded each time and the furnace
was purged with nitrogen to prevent oxidation. The heating profile was as follows: heat
to 150C at 50C/min; hold at 1500 C for 30min; heat to 9000 C at 50C/min. The sample
weight was then recorded as a function of temperature.
Nitrogen elemental analysis was carried out by Atlantic Microlab, Inc. (Norcross, GA) to
quantify the nitrogen content needed to calculate density of the functional groups after
particle modification.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out on vacuum-
dried particle to analyze the surface elemental composition with a Kratos Axis Ultra
Imaging XPS (Kratos Analytical Ltd., Manchester, UK) equipped with a
monochromatized Al Ka X-ray source operated at 150W with a spot of 300pm x700 Lm.
The base pressure was better than 1 x 10-9Torr and the analysis pressure better than 2x 10s8
Torr. Survey spectra (0-1100eV binding energy range) were collected at a 900 angle (with
respect to the sample surface) and a pass energy of 160eV. High resolution analysis was
done with a pass energy of 20eV and a step energy of 0.1 eV.
The particle stability in salt solution was also measured. Magnetic fluids were diluted to
0.01%wt in solutions of various sodium chloride concentrations, from 0.1 to 2.OM with
0.1M increment, mixed well, and left at room temperature for 24 hours. The highest
concentration at which no particle coagulation occurred was recorded.
3.2.4 Kinetics Measurement
Reactivity of the modified particles was tested against the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl
acetate. The hydrolysis kinetics was followed by measuring the change of the hydrolysis
product, p-nitrophenyl ion, at 404nm absorbance using a Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV/Vis
spectrophotometer. All samples were measured at 250C and solution pH was kept
constant at 8 with 50mM Tris buffer to prevent any pH change during the hydrolysis.
Typical measurements were taken on samples comprising magnetic particles, 0.25mM p-
nitrophenyl acetate substrate, 0.2M NaC1, and 50mM Tris buffer. The sample had an
ethanol/water volume ratio of 1:4. The presence of ethanol ensured PNPA solubility in
the solution. 0.5ml of reaction mixture was withdrawn at certain time intervals and
particles were removed by HGMS. 2ml of 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 was used to wash
the column to recover any trapped hydrolysis product.
The particle recovery was carried out as follows. The particles first reacted with 5mM
PNPA under the same conditions as above. After 24hrs, the magnetic particles were
recycled by HGMS and then washed out of the column with pure water. The dispersion
was then placed within 50mM CAPS buffer at pH 10.6 for 48hrs to allow the acetylated
hydroxamic acid to react fully. Finally the particles were collected through magnetic
decantation with the addition of 20ml of acetone and dried in a vacuum oven. The
recycled particles were then subjected to the same reaction procedure as discussed above.
PNPA hydrolysis accelerated by polyhydroxamic acid was also performed under the
same conditions as those used for the particle hydrolysis reaction. The kinetic parameters
from this homogenous system were compared with those from the particle system.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Particle Preparation and Characterization
As discussed in the previous chapter, particle size and colloidal stability are the two most
important characteristics of magnetic particles. In this work, original magnetic clusters
were synthesized through a two-step procedure to ensure formation of magnetic clusters
of multiple individual magnetite particles with hydrodynamic diameters larger than 50nm
rather than individual particles less than 10nm in diameters to ensure effective capture by
HGMS. 24, 28 In the first step, the magnetite cores formed and then aggregated to form the
magnetic clusters because of the instability generated by insufficient availability of the
first coating material. In the first coating terpolymer, carboxyl groups chelated with
magnetite surface, vinyl sulfonic acid and styrenesulfonic acid provided pH-independent
negative charges to stabilize the particles over a broad pH range, and SSA increased
coating thickness and enhanced particle stability. 24, 29 The second coating material was
10-undecenoic acid, which provided the carboxyl groups to complex the particle surface
and the carbon-carbon double bond to polymerize with monomer precursors.
Attachment of the precursor amide groups was accomplished through free radical
copolymerization between the double bond of 10-undecenoic acid and that of acrylamide
molecules. The reaction is depicted in Scheme 3-1.




Scheme 3-1. Attachment of amide groups through copolymerization
Acrylamide was employed because it provided the carbon-carbon double bond for the
copolymerization and amide groups that would be converted into target hydroxamic acid
groups. The solution pH was controlled at 3.2 so that the reactivity of acrylamide would
be lowered from the protonation of amide groups to be more comparable with the
reactivity of 10-undecenoic acid. 25 As a result, the acrylamide monomers formed a
copolymer with the 10-undecenoic acid on the particle surface instead of forming a
polyacrylamide homopolymer in the solution. Furthermore, the particles were still
dispersed uniformly at this solution pH so that crosslinking between magnetic clusters
would be reduced.
During the conversion reaction step, the amide groups reacted with hydroxylamine to
form the intermediates through nucleophilic substitution on the nitrogen atom of the
amide groups and then yielded the hydroxamic acid groups through the release of
ammonia. As a result, the reaction mixture released gas bubbles continuously and the
solution pH decreased from 12 at the start of the reaction to 9.8 at the end. The reaction is
depicted in Scheme 3-2.
NH20H in water solution
x RT for 72hours x
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Scheme 3-2. Conversion of amide groups into hydroxamic acid groups through the
reaction with hydroxylamine at room temperature
The modified particles were tested by FT-IR and compared with the original particles as
well as the pure polyhydroxamic acid. The results are shown in Figure 3-1. The original
particles had absorbance bands at 625, 1556, 1630, and 2932cm-', corresponding to
vibrational frequencies of magnetite, carboxylate groups, carbon double bond stretching
from 10-undecenoic acid, and CH stretching from 10-undecenoic acid respectively. After
the modification, two major absorbance bands appeared at 1658 and 3192 cm 1,
corresponding to the amide bond stretching and OH stretching respectively. The peak at
1658cm -' was very sharp with high intensity, indicating the large amount of amide bonds
present on the particle surface and therefore the successful acrylamide attachment. The
pure polyhydroxamic acid showed two major peaks at the same positions. This indicates
that the conversion yielded hydroxamic acid groups successfully.
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Figure 3-1. FT-IR spectra of particles before and after hydroxamic acid modification and
of the pure polyhydroxamic acid. The hydroxamic acid modified particles clearly showed
absorbance at 1658 and 3192cm -1, corresponding well with the pure polyhydroxamic acid,
indicating the successful modification.
Hydrodynamic diameters of the particles before and after the modification procedure
were measured with dynamic light scattering. As shown in Figure 3-2, the average
hydrodynamic diameter of the particles was increased significantly from around 100nm
to around 210nm by the modification procedure. Hydrodynamic diameters of the
modified particles at lower solution pH 3 and 4 were much lower probably due to the
intra-molecular aggregation between hydroxamic acid groups on particle surface. The
copolymerization procedure resulted in crosslinking between the original magnetic
clusters because of the multiple copolymerization centers attached on the particle surface.
The particles functioned similarly to crosslink agents and this resulted in the dramatic
particle size increase. Furthermore, this significant particle size increase also suggested
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Figure 3-2. Hydrodynamic diameters of particles before and after the modification
reaction at various solution pH. Original particles were from the two-step preparation
procedure and modified particles were those after the hydroxamic acid modification
procedure. Particle concentration was kept at 0.005%wt for measurement. All samples
were measured in 0.01M buffer, citrate buffer for pH 3 to 6, phosphate buffer for pH 7 to
8, borate buffer for pH 9, and carbonate buffer for pH 10 and 11.
The magnetic clusters were stabilized in water through electrostatic interactions and the
surface charges were characterized with Zeta potential. Zeta potentials of particles at
various pH values are shown in Figure 3-3. The original particles were strongly
negatively charged over the whole pH range studied because of the presence of sulfonic
groups from the first coating polymer even though the second coating material, 10-
undecenoic acid, did not carry any charge. The small decrease of surface charge at low
solution pH was because the small amount of acrylate groups from the first coating
polymer started to protonate. After the modification procedure, particles remained
negatively charged over the whole pH range. The sharp decrease in surface charge
starting around pH 9 was due to the protonation of hydroxamic acid groups, which have a
pKa of 8.5. 10 At low solution pH, the surface charge continued decreasing probably
because the hydroxamic acid groups started intra-molecular aggregation and therefore
shielded some sulfonic groups. The clustered particles were stabilized colloidally in water
by electrostatic repulsion from the strong surface charge and able to maintain excellent
colloidal stability after modification to withstand months without measurable
sedimentation.
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Figure 3-3. Zeta potential of particles before (square) and after (triangle) the
modification procedure at various solution pH. Particle concentration was kept at
0.005%wt for measurement. All samples were measured in 0.01M buffer, citrate buffer
for pH 4 to 6, phosphate buffer for pH 7 to 8, borate buffer for pH 9, and carbonate buffer
for pH 10 and 11.
Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to determine the amount of
chemically bound material on the particles. The TGA results are shown in Figure 3-4, in
which the residual mass percentage is plotted as a function of temperature. During the
first phase of the decomposition, the side chains of the attached polymer were gradually
decomposed. During the second phase starting around 550'C, the groups chemically
bound to the magnetite surface were decomposed. The residual magnetite weight
percentage was used to compute the bound-polymer/magnetite mass ratio, which was 1.2
after the chemical modification. This is consistent with the result obtained through iron
titration test.
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Figure 3-4. TGA analysis of hydroxamic acid modified magnetic particles after the
chemical modification.
Elemental analysis showed that the nitrogen content of the particles was 3.8%wt. In the
particles only the acrylamide and hydroxamic acid groups contained nitrogen. 3.8%wt of
nitrogen corresponded with 24%wt of polyacrylamide and polyhydroxamic acid
combined, assuming 50% conversion efficiency due to the different molecular weights of
the monomers. Based on the TGA analysis, the total coating on the modified particles
was 55%wt of the dry particles. Therefore, the originally coated polymer and 10-
undecenoic acid during the initial particle preparation comprised 30%wt of the final
particles. The added coating from the copolymerization and conversion procedure was
almost identical to the total coating during the initial particle preparation. The nitrogen
content was further converted into the molar concentration of nitrogen and lmg/mL
particle solution corresponded to 2.7mM of amide groups and hydroxamic acid groups
combined. This translated into the group surface density of 24 amide and hydroxamic
acid groups on lnm2 of particle surface, indicating that the copolymerization procedure
was highly efficient for attachment of a large amount of amide groups.
Pure polyhydroxamic acid was tested by XPS and the spectrum with the high resolution
results is shown in Figure 3-5. As shown in the insert, XPS provided clear distinction
between these amide groups and hydroxamic acid groups, with a molar ratio of 1:1. XPS
was also utilized to analyze the modified particles and the result is shown in Figure 3-6
including the high resolution measurement. However, attempt to differentiate between
these two groups failed probably because the possible interaction with particle surface
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Figure 3-5. XPS spectrum of pure polyhydroxamic acid. The insert was from high
resolution measurement. In the insert, black line was XPS data and red line the fitting
results. Two green lines were two individual fitting peaks at 397.03eV and 398.33eV,
which are from amide groups and hydroxamic acid groups respectively.
The stability test showed that the original particles were stable in 0.2M sodium chloride
solution and started to aggregate in 0.3M salt solution at neutral pH. In comparison, the
hydroxamic acid modified particles were stable even in 2M salt solution. Since the Zeta
potentials of the original particles were more negative than the modified particles and the
salt presence dampened the electric double layer, this vast stability difference can be only
attributed to the increased coating thickness through the modification process. This
increased coating thickness would increase the distance between magnetite cores when
the clusters approached each other and reduce the van der Walls interactions significantly.
The process also eliminated the hydrophobic effects of carbon chain of 10-undecenoic
acid because these groups were buried in the formed copolymer layer. Both effects
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Figure 3-6. XPS spectrum of hydroxamic acid modified particles.
the high resolution measurement. Nitrogen peak was at 398eV.
The insert was from
Results from elemental analysis, TGA, Zeta potential, and particle stability tests indicated
that the particle surface was overwhelmingly covered by the polyacrylamide and
polyhydroxamic acid coating after the modification process.
3.3.2 Hydrolysis Kinetics ofp-Nitrophenyl Acetate
As discussed above, a significant number of hydroxamic acid groups were attached to the
surface of magnetic particles. Due to their superparamagnetic properties, the particles
could be easily captured by HGMS and re-dispersed into water. The functional groups
could be reused for the targeted applications if regenerated.
Nucleophilic properties of the functional particles were studied with regard to the
hydrolysis of a model carboxyl ester, p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA). PNPA hydrolysis
accelerated by hydroxamic acid groups was shown to proceed mainly via the formation
and the subsequent decomposition of the acetylated hydroxamic acid intermediate. 30, 31






therefore changes the solution pH. Since solution pH also affects the reaction rate, the
solution was kept at pH 8 with 50mM Tris buffer. The released p-nitrophenol was in
equilibrium with the p-nitrophenol ions and the overall concentration of the hydrolyzed
product was calculated with the same procedure as shown in chapter 2.
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Scheme 3-3. Acetylation reaction of hydroxamic acid groups on the particle surface by
PNPA and deacetylation by hydroxide ions
The concentration changes of hydrolyzed product with time under various solution












Figure 3-7. Concentration change of hydrolysis product with addition of various particles,
from spontaneous hydrolysis (black line), hydrolysis with lmg/ml unmodified particles,
and with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml functionalized particles. Solution pH was kept at 8 with
50mM Tris buffer and 25°C. [PNPA]o = 0.25mM.
The hydrolysis with the addition of the original particles produced almost the same
concentration change with time as the spontaneous hydrolysis. This suggests that the
original particles did not affect the PNPA hydrolysis. However, the product concentration
increased much more quickly with the addition of hydroxamic acid modified particles,
indicating that hydroxamic acid groups accelerated the PNPA hydrolysis significantly.
As shown in the literature, the PNPA hydrolysis accelerated by hydroxamic acid groups
is first order with respect to the PNPA substrate and the hydroxamic acid groups
respectively in addition to the spontaneous hydrolysis. 10, 30 The overall rate of production
ofp-nitrophenolate is described by Equation 3-2. 32
r = d[P] = (kp + kOHOH- +kc, NOH- )[PNPA]= rspon Equation 3-2
Since solution pH was kept constant at 8 with Tris buffer, the first two terms in the
parenthesis are constant. The majority of hydroxamic acid groups remained active and its
concentration was almost constant during the initial reaction stage. Thus the initial
reaction followed pseudo-first order kinetics. The equation is then integrated to give
Equation 3-3.
-In (1- [PNP]/[PNPA] )= kobst Equation 3-3
in which
kobs = kspon + koH [OH- + kc, [NOH] Equation 3-4
The data acquired through the previously described experimental procedure were the p-
nitrophenolate concentration at various points of time. These data were plotted in Figure
3-8 according to Equation 3-3, slope of the plot equals to kobs
The observed kinetic constants were measured on a series of particle concentrations and
spontaneous hydrolysis was measured separately. These kinetic constants were plotted
with regard to particle concentrations, shown in Figure 3-9. Data points were fitted with a
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Figure 3-8. Pseudo-first order kinetics from spontaneous hydrolysis, hydrolysis with
lmg/ml unmodified particles, and with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml hydroxamic acid modified
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Figure 3-9. Dependence of observed kinetic constants on the added particle
concentrations. The second order kinetic constant based on particle weight concentration
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The kinetic constant of spontaneous hydrolysis was 2.7x 10-5s -1 and that of the hydrolysis
reaction with addition of 4mg/ml of hydroxamic acid modified particles was 1.3 x10-3s-1.
This corresponded with the second order kinetic constant based on particle weight
concentration of kcat = 3.2x 10-4(mg/ml)-' s'. This was attributed to the strong nucleophilic
properties of the hydroxamic acid groups and the significant number of hydroxamic acid
groups present on the particle surfaces. The linear relationship between the pseudo-first
order kinetic constants and particle concentration suggests that particles functioned as
individual reactive centers and there was no significant inter-particle interaction to affect
the hydroxamic acid reactivity in the particle concentration range that we studied.
The PNPA hydrolysis accelerated by polyhydroxamic acid was studied under the same
solution conditions. The kinetic constant under the pseudo-first order conditions with
addition of 1mM PHA (on a monomer basis) was 6.0x 10-4s-1 obtained through the same
procedure, whereas the kinetic constant with addition of 1mM acetohydroxamic acid was
2.0x 10-3 s-1. Both monomeric and polymeric hydroxamic acid hydrolyzed PNPA much
faster than spontaneous hydrolysis, reflecting the strong reactivity. The hydroxamic acid
groups in the polymeric form were less reactive than the corresponding monomeric
compounds for the acetylation reaction by PNPA due to the steric hindrance by the
polymer chains, consistent with literature reports. 10 Furthermore, 2mg/ml of particles
afforded a pseudo-first order kinetic constant similar to that of 1mM of polyhydroxamic
acid. However, 2mg/ml of particle solution corresponded to 5.4mM nitrogen. The large
difference could be attributed to the following possible factors. First, the presence of the
negative surface charge decreased the ability of the hydroxylamine to approach the amide
groups and reduced the conversion efficiency from amide groups to hydroxamic acid
groups during the conversion step. Secondly, amide groups buried inside the clusters
were unavailable for the conversion reaction and the conversion reaction was not as
effective as in the homogenous polymer system. Thirdly, hydroxamic acid groups on the
particle surface were most easily approachable by the PNPA substrate and those inside
the clusters were not very accessible. If we assume the particle with the diameter of 200
nm are fully packed with amide groups on the surface, then the overall concentration of
amide groups on the particle surface will be around 0.5mM with lmg/ml particle
dispersion. Therefore, 2mg/ml particle solution has 1mM amide groups and the
subsequent conversion will generate similar concentration of hydroxamic acid groups for
the particles as that of the homogeneous polymer solution. This explains why 2mg/ml
particle solution has similar pseudo-first kinetic constant as ImM polyhydroxamic acid.
3.3.3 Particle Recycle and Reuse
Recovery and reuse of these functional particles are critical to reduce the environmental
footprint of the chemical treatment and the quantity of particles used. After the first
reaction with excess substrate, the magnetic clusters were recovered fully from the
column after removal of the magnetic field. The recycled particles were then reused with
a fresh batch of PNPA solution under the same experimental conditions as the original
batch. Kinetic constants for the PNPA hydrolysis were obtained with the same
experimental procedure, and compared with those from the freshly modified particles, as
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Figure 3-10. Observed hydrolysis kinetic constants of fresh particles (square) and
recycled particles (triangle) at various particle concentrations. Solution pH was kept at 8
with 50mM Tris buffer and 25°C. [PNPA]o = 0.25mM.
This loss in reactivity is because the acetylated hydroxamic acid groups also underwent
Lossen rearrangement in addition to the deacetylation reaction as shown in the PNPA
hydrolysis mechanism. 33 The Lossen rearrangement mechanism is shown in Scheme 3-4.
The deacetylation step was very slow. For example, the acetylated N-
phenylisobutyrohydroxamic acid underwent deacetylation with a kinetic constant of
around 2.8x10- s-1 at pH 9. 10 There was no difference between the deacetylation rate of
acetylated polymeric hydroxamic acid unit and that of the monomeric acids. 10 Therefore,
the acetylated hydroxamic acid groups on the particle surface underwent deacetylation
with similar reaction rate. For the Lossen rearrangement, the acetylated hydroxamic acid
with similar structure as that on the particle surface underwent the rearrangement with a
rate of 2.2x10-4s -1 in 0.1M ammonia. Therefore the rearrangement rate would be much
slower under the conditions that we studied. As a result, the rearrangement competed
with the regeneration of the hydroxamic acid groups.
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Scheme 3-4. Lossen rearrangement mechanism of acetylated hydroxamic acid groups
The above Lossen rearrangement could be suppressed by alkyl substitution on the
hydroxamic acid nitrogen. As a result, the deacetylation reaction would be the primary
reaction pathway for the acetylated hydroxamic acid groups. 34 However, this substitution
would introduce steric hindrance into the nucleophilic groups and reduce their activity
significantly. The reactivity against PNPA hydrolysis was reduced by almost seven fold
when a methyl group was introduced to the hydroxamic group. 30
Furthermore, several strategies have been proposed in the literature to enhance the
deacetylation process and turn the hydroxamic acid over faster. The deacetylation rate of
acetylated hydroxamic acids with the presence of imidazole groups in the molecules,
such as imidazole-4-carbohydroxamic acids and N-(4-imidazolylmethyl) benzo-
hydroxamic acid, was 100 times faster than those without imidazole groups. 30, 31 The
deacetylation of acetyl intermediate of bi-functional polymers with imidazole and
hydroxamic acid groups was also remarkably accelerated because of the intramolecular
catalysis by imidazole groups and fast deacetylation reaction of the formed acetylated
imidazole, leading to much enhanced turnover rates of catalytic sites and improved
overall catalytic efficiency. 35-37 Therefore, it is possible to incorporate the imidazole
groups in the polymer chains to improve the turnover rate of the acetylated hydroxamic
acid and the overall efficiency of the functionalized magnetic particles.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, a new strategy was employed to attach strong nucleophilic groups,
hydroxamic acid, on the surfaces of magnetic particles. The modified magnetic particles
had average diameter of 200 nm for effective capture by HGMS. Particles were
colloidally stabilized by strong surface charge and resulting electrostatic interactions.
After the modification procedure, the particles contained significant amount of amide and
hydroxamic acid groups. The modified particles were tested against a model carboxyl
ester, p-nitrophenyl acetate. These particles significantly accelerated the hydrolysis
reaction. The acetylated particles were partially regenerated in basic solution and 80% of
its reactivity was lost due to the Lossen rearrangement of the acetylated hydroxamic acid
groups. Suggestions are given on how this degeneration of reactivity may be reduced.
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Organophosphate compounds (OP) represent major classes of chemical warfare agents as
well as pesticides. I They are neurotoxins that inhibit the acetylcholinesterase, an
essential enzyme to break down acetylcholine and maintain normal nerve function, of
many different animal species. 2 Release of chemical warfare agents in case of warfare or
terrorist attack poses serious threats toward both military and civilian targets. It is critical
to clean up and decompose the OP compounds from those targets quickly if
contaminated. The extensive use of organophosphate pesticides in agriculture has also
resulted in the risk of environmental contamination through air drift, surface runoff, and
leaching from the field. 2 OP compounds can have the capacity for environmental
persistence and post cumulative problem without proper treatment. 3, 4 Therefore, an
economical strategy is necessary to deal with possible OP contamination.
Among various approaches to accelerate the OP decomposition process and lead the
reaction into desired products, catalytic decomposition has been widely tested because of
enhanced reaction rates and high specificity. 5-9 Three types of catalysts have been
focused upon for OP decomposition. The first is highly reactive a-nucleophiles, such as
oximates, 10, 11 hydroxamates, 12 hydrogen peroxide anions, 13, 14 iodosobenzoate and its
derivatives, 15-17 etc. In these groups, the electron lone pair from the catalytic atom
collaborates with another lone pair of electrons on the a-atom and therefore increases the
nucleophilicity dramatically. The second group is metal complexes and metallomicelles.
6, 18 However, the introduction of heavy metals into the system can potentially cause
further problems without a clear strategy to remove them after use. The third group
includes biological catalysts, such as organophosphorus hydrolase (OPH) enzymes.
However, lack of sufficient quantities of enzymes, weak enzyme stability, and substrate
specificity has limited their large-scale applications.
Therefore, the a-nucleophiles are the focus of this research because of the strong
hydrolytic reactivity, excellent chemical stability in the targeted complex systems, and
relatively straightforward preparation. In the previous two chapters, we have
demonstrated two strategies to attach such groups on the surface of magnetic particles. In
both cases, the prepared magnetic particles were colloidally stable in water dispersions
and were captured effectively by high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS). In the two
strategies, the hydroxamic acid modified particles were more effective with regard to the
quantity of functional groups attached and the efficacy of functional groups with regard
to the hydrolysis of model carboxyl ester, p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA). This is
indicative of the reactivity towards the hydrolysis of organophosphate esters. Therefore,
the hydroxamic acid modified particles were investigated for the hydrolysis of
organophosphate esters.
In this chapter, the hydrolysis reaction of organophosphate compounds, such as
diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP) and methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon, accelerated by a-
nucleophiles, such as hydroxamic acid and pyridine-2-aldoxime methochloride (2-PAM),
was measured in homogenous systems to understand the reaction mechanism. Effects on
the reaction mechanism and reaction rates of the solution conditions, substrate properties,
and the properties of nucleophiles are discussed. Secondly, the OP hydrolysis reaction by
hydroxamic acid modified particles was investigated for their reactivity and recovery
properties and potential applications of such systems are discussed.
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Chemical Reagents
Diisopropyl fluorophosphates (DFP), methyl-paraoxon, ethyl-paraoxon, 3-
(cyclohexylamino)-l-propanesulfonic acid (CAPS), tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane
(Trizma base), pyridine-2-aldoxime methochloride (2-PAM) and acetohydroxamic acid
(AHA) (98%), and polyacrylamide (50%wt in water, Mw=10,000) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received. Dimethyl
phosphate and diethyl phosphate (75%wt, balanced with phosphoric acid) were
purchased from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and used as received. Sodium hydroxide
was purchased from Mallinckrodt Baker Inc. (Phillipsburg, NJ) and used as received.
Water was obtained from the Milli-Q water system.
All organophosphate compounds are extremely toxic. Particular care was taken when
handling these chemicals. Buffers at pH 8 and 9 were prepared with Trizma base. Buffer
at pH 9.5 and 10.6 were prepared with CAPS. Polyhydroxamic acid (PHA) was prepared
from polyacrylamide through the procedure described in chapter 3.
4.2.2 NMR Measurement of Organophosphate Decomposition
The hydrolysis of the organophosphate compounds over time was analyzed by
phosphorus 31 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P NMR). This technique can
differentiate various phosphorus-containing species in the system and detect their
concentration changes to enable measurement of the hydrolysis kinetics. Solution
mixtures consisted of nucleophilic compounds, 50mM of buffer to keep solution pH
constant, 5mM of organophosphate compounds, and 20%vol of deuterium oxide serving
as signal lock. The 31P NMR test was performed on a Varian 501 spectrometer (202MHz
for phosphorus). Longitudinal relaxation times, TI, of all organophosphate compounds
were first determined to be less than 4 seconds under the same conditions as those in
kinetic measurements. The delay time, dl, was therefore set to be 20 seconds to allow full
relaxation of the phosphorus nuclei after the magnetic pulse for quantitative measurement
of phosphorus-containing species. Sixteen scans were collected to produce high-quality
signal. The middle point of the collection time period was considered as the time point
when the measurement was conducted. The acquired data then underwent Fourier
transformation, phase correction, and baseline correction to obtain the final NMR spectra.
Individual peaks in the spectra were integrated to calculate the relative concentrations of
each phosphorus-containing component in the system and then analyze the hydrolysis
mechanism and hydrolytic kinetics.
4.2.3 Turnover Test of 2-PAM
Catalyst turnover is critical for the hydrolysis of organophosphate compounds when
adding a-nucleophiles to the hydrolysis system. The turnover of 2-PAM was investigated
for DFP hydrolysis with 31P NMR. The solution mixture consisted of 5mM of DFP, ImM
of 2-PAM, and 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8. The solution mixture has 20%vol of deuterium
oxide as signal lock. A varian-501 spectrometer was utilized to follow the hydrolytic
kinetics. After the initial 20-30% decomposition, the original DFP was allowed to be
fully decomposed and the solution was kept at room temperature for another ten days to
ensure any intermediates were fully decomposed. Then another batch of pure DFP was
added to the solution mixture to give a DFP concentration of 5mM. The hydrolytic
kinetics of DFP was measured again by NMR spectrometry under the same conditions.
The kinetic constants acquired from the second NMR measurement were compared with
those from the first to study the 2-PAM turnover.
4.2.4 Kinetics Measurement of Hydroxamic Acid Modified Particles
Hydrolytic kinetics of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon by the hydroxamic acid
modified particles were determined by following the concentration change of hydrolyzed
product, p-nitrophenol ion. The reaction mixture consisted of magnetic particles, 50mM
Tris buffer to keep the solution pH at 9, 0.2M sodium chloride to keep the ionic strength
constant, and 0.5mM of paraoxon compounds. At certain time intervals, 0.5ml of the
reaction mixture was drawn out and passed through the HGMS column to remove the
particles and 2ml of Tris buffer at pH 9 were used to wash out any material trapped by
the column wires. The HGMS procedure was the same as that described in chapter 3. A
Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV/Vis spectrophotometer was utilized to measure the absorbance
of the collected solution. Absorbance at 404nm by the p-nitrophenol ion was used to
calculate the concentration of hydrolyzed product and thus the hydrolysis rate.
Spontaneous hydrolysis was also measured with UV/Vis for methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-
paraoxon under the same solution conditions with 0.05mM substrate. Homogenous
paraoxon hydrolysis by acetohydroxamic acid and polyhydroxamic acid was also
performed in a similar fashion.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Spontaneous Hydrolysis
Spontaneous hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon was followed by both
UV/Vis and 3 1P NMR. The UV/Vis technique measured only the reaction pathway in
which p-nitrophenol was released, whereas 31P NMR analyzed all hydrolysis products.
Methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon underwent similar spontaneous hydrolysis. There
were two types of hydrolysis products shown in the NMR spectrum for each substrate.
The NMR spectrum of the methyl-paraoxon system in 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 after
8670min is shown in Figure 4-1, in which the chemical shift at -18.205ppm was from
methyl-paraoxon. Peak areas at the chemical shifts of -17.756ppm and -11.040ppm
increased over time while the substrate peak gradually shrank, indicating the presence of
two hydrolytic products. NMR comparison with commercially available dimethyl
phosphate under the same solution conditions suggested that the chemical shift at -
11.040ppm was from the product when hydroxyl groups substituted the p-nitrophenyl
groups. It was then reasonably postulated that the chemical shift at -17.756ppm was from
the product when the methyl group was removed.
Ethyl-paraoxon behaved similarly to methyl-paraoxon. In Figure 4-2, the chemical shift
at -20.534ppm was from the original substrate whereas chemical shifts at -13.299ppm
and -18.985ppm were from the two hydrolytic products when hydroxyl groups
substituted the p-nitrophenol groups and when one ethyl group was removed,
respectively, in 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 after 23 days. Even after this long time, the
majority of ethyl-paraoxon substrate still remained intact, indicating the environmental












Figure 4-1. NMR spectrum of hydrolytic system of 5mM of methyl-paraoxon in 50mM















Figure 4-2. NMR spectrum of hydrolytic system of ethyl-paraoxon in
at pH 8 with 20% deuterium oxide as signal lock after 23 days.
50mM Tris buffer
It has been shown in the literature that nucleophiles attack both the phosphorus and alkyl
carbon atom of the organophosphate esters during the hydrolysis or ethanolysis reactions.





nucleophiles and the solution conditions. For example, the cleavage of the P-O bond of a
chiral thiophosphonate substrate by phosphotriesterase (PTE) was shown to proceed
through an SN 2-like single displacement reaction with a net inversion of the configuration
at the phosphorus center. 21-23 Fenitrothion was mainly subjected to SN 2 attack on
phosphorus in alkaline systems. 24
Similar to the literature reports, hydroxyl ions attacked both the methyl or ethyl groups
and the p-nitrophenol groups during the spontaneous hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon and
ethyl-paraoxon. In 50mM Tris buffer solution at pH 8, the reaction on the methyl groups
was almost three times faster than that on the p-nitrophenol groups for methyl-paraoxon,
while the reaction on the ethyl groups proceeded at the same rate as that on the p-
nitrophenol groups. The spontaneous hydrolysis of OP compounds within the buffer
solution is described by Equation 4-1, in which the total reaction rate included the
substitution reaction on both phosphorus and carbon atoms.
rota - d [OP] -(kson + kOH OH- )OP] = r +r = -(k c + kpNP)[OP] Equation 4-1
Since the solution pH was kept constant, the hydroxyl concentration was constant and the
hydrolysis followed pseudo first order kinetics. Measurement by UV/Vis followed only
the reaction mechanism in which p-nitrophenol was released. This part of the hydrolysis
kinetics was shown in Equation 4-2.
Jd[PNP]P = kpNP [OP] Equation 4-2
dt
Divided by Equation 4-1, Equation 4-2 was then transformed into Equation 4-3
d[PNP] kPNP
d[OP] kc +kN Equation 4-3
The overall concentration change of organophosphate was described by Equation 4-4.
[OP] = [OP]o exp (-(kc + kPN)t)
This was substituted into Equation 4-3, integrated, and simplified into Equation 4-5.
[PNP] = (- exp (-(k + k ) t) )  NEquation 4-5[OP] O kc +kPNPquation 4-5
This could be further manipulated into Equation 4-6.
-In =-In 1 exp(-(kc + )t)) kN Equation 4-6
[n OP] -l kkc +kPN P
Since the reaction rate was very slow and the -(kc + kpNp)t term was small during the
initial stage of the decomposition reaction and the two reaction rates were comparable, it
was then simplified by using Tyler expansion twice to obtain Equation 4-7.
[ PNP]t
-ln 1 [PNP]0 = kNt Equation 4-7
The measured concentration change was then simplified based on this equation and the
observed kinetic constants were obtained through linear fitting of the logarithmic term
versus time plot.
The results for the hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon are shown in Figure 4-3. The fitting
results are not shown since they overlap with the measurement results and are not
differentiable. The results of ethyl-paraoxon hydrolysis showed similar trends. The nearly
linear behavior of the results indicates that the p-nitrophenol ion products were from the
hydrolysis of methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon products only. The products when methyl- or
ethyl- groups were substituted would not undergo substitution reaction to release p-
nitrophenol ions.
The hydrolysis kinetic constants of methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon releasing p-nitrophenol
are plotted against solution pH in Figure 4-4. The kinetic constants were linearly
dependent on solution pH with a slope of 0.8 on a logarithmic scale, suggesting that the
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Equation 4-4
reaction is first order with respect to hydroxyl ions and OP substrate respectively.
Hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon was two to three times faster than that of ethyl-paraoxon
at each solution pH, reflecting that the steric hindrance from the two ethoxide groups was
much larger than that of the two methoxide groups in the second order nucleophilic
substitution of hydroxyl ions on phosphorus. This is consistent with the claims in the
literature that organophosphate triesters were hydrolyzed through the associative
mechanism, in which the nucleophiles approached the neutral OP substrates and formed a
pentacoordinated transition state or transient intermediate prior to expelling the leaving
group when the pKa values of the leaving groups were very small. 25-29 During the
measurement, the presence of either the pentacoordinate intermediate or the transition
state was not detected in the NMR spectrum, indicating that the formation of an
intermediate or transition state was the rate-limiting step and the intermediate was readily














Figure 4-3. Pseudo-first order kinetics of spontaneous hydrolysis
different solution pH. Measurements were taken at 250C.
of methyl-paraoxon at
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Figure 4-4. Dependence of kinetic constants from spontaneous hydrolysis of methyl- and
ethyl- paraoxon on solution pH. 50mM Tris buffer was used to keep solution pH at 8 and
9 and 50mM CAPS buffer to keep solution pH at 9.5 and 10.6 respectively.
The NMR data were also used to calculate the kinetic constants. The peaks in the
acquired NMR spectra were integrated and the relative percentage of each peak was
calculated. The kinetic constants for the mechanism of removing methyl and releasing p-
nitrophenol groups were obtained through the same procedure as that used in the UV/Vis
measurement. In Table 4-1 are shown the kinetic constants of the two mechanisms at
different solution pH when methyl-paraoxon is hydrolyzed by hydroxyl ions. The kinetic
constant of reaction on the p-nitrophenol groups increases almost 85 times with the
increase of solution pH from 8 to 10.6. However, the kinetic constant of reaction on the
methyl groups only increases slightly at the same time. This indicates the reaction on the
methyl groups is first order overall and independent of hydroxyl ions. It therefore follows
a dissociative mechanism, whereas the reaction on the p-nitrophenol groups is second
order and follows an associative mechanism. The slight difference between kinetics
constants obtained with UV/Vis method and those by NMR method was probably due to
the presence of 20% D20 in the NMR measurement.
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Reaction on p- Reaction on methyl
nitrophenol
pH=8 1.1x10-7S-1  4.2x10-7S-1
pH=10.6 9.3x 10-6S-1  1.4x 10-6 -1
Table 4-1. Kinetic constants of methyl-paraoxon hydrolysis on the p-nitrophenol and
alkyl groups respectively. 50mM Tris buffer was used to keep solution pH at 8 and
50mM CAPS buffer to keep solution pH at 10.6.
The NMR spectrum of the diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP) hydrolysis mixture after
292min is shown in Figure 4-5. The doublet occurring at -22.172ppm and -26.981ppm
was from DFP substrate. There was only one product peak at -14.834ppm. It was
proposed in the literature that DFP forms a pentacoordinate intermediate with the
attacking nucleophiles and that the intermediate decomposes through the departure of
fluoride ion. The formation step was always rate-determining during hydrolysis in
aqueous solution based on experimental results as well as ab initio molecular orbital
calculations. 29 The fact that there was only one product peak throughout the process
indicated that the pentacoordinate intermediate decomposed very fast and as a result the
concentration of the intermediate was too low to be detected by 31P NMR. Kinetic
constants at different solution pH are listed in Table 4-2. The strong dependence of
hydrolysis rate on solution pH and pseudo-first order reaction kinetics at each pH
suggested that the reaction is first order with regard to the substrate and hydroxyl ions
respectively. This is consistent with the pentacoordinate intermediate formation
mechanism.
The hydrolysis rate of DFP was much faster than that of paraoxon triesters under the
same solution conditions. This is because the presence of the fluoride pulls the electronic
density away from the phosphorus atom and enables the phosphorus center to have a
more positive charge characteristic and therefore to be more electrophilic. As a result, the
substrate is more susceptible to the nucleophilic attack. Furthermore, the fluoride ion is a
much stronger leaving group than p-nitrophenol because of a much smaller pKa.
Therefore, the fluoride carrying substrates are more easily decomposed by attacking
nucleophiles.
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Figure 4-5. Spontaneous hydrolysis of DFP in 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 after 292min.
20%vol of deuterium oxide was added to lock the NMR signal.
Kinetic constants
TES buffer at pH 7
1.9x 10-6s- 1
Tris buffer at pH 8
9.6x 10-6S-1
Table 4-2. Kinetic constants of DFP hydrolysis at different solution pH
4.3.2 Reaction of Paraoxon and DFP with Oxime
Hydrolysis of the previous substrates by ao-nucleophiles was also studied with 31P NMR
and UV/Vis. The reaction acceleration by 2-PAM is discussed first and the reaction with
hydroxamic acid groups will be discussed in the next section.
The NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture consisting of 5mM of DFP and 3mM of 2-
PAM is shown in Figure 4-6. There was only one product peak in addition to the doublet
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Figure 4-6. NMR spectrum of DFP hydrolysis by 3mM of 2-Pyridinealdoxime methyl
chloride at 79min in 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8.
The turnover of added nucleophiles after the first batch of reaction was studied in the
case of DFP hydrolysis by 2-PAM. As described in the experimental procedures, the
recovered 2-PAM was challenged with another batch of DFP substrate and the
concentration change was again measured by 31P NMR. The DFP hydrolysis by 2-PAM
is described by Equation 4-8.
r = d [DFP]= kpon +kOH [ OH + k, [NOH])[DFP] Equation 4-8
dt
in which DFP is hydrolyzed through spontaneous hydrolysis as well as hydrolysis by 2-
PAM. The change in concentration of the added 2-PAM is described by Equation 4-9.
dt = -kca, NOH ] [DFP]+ kre [OH] [Complex] Equation 4-9
dt
in which the added 2-PAM was consumed by the reaction with DFP and assumed to be
recovered from the presumably formed complex. The above equation may not reflect the
true reaction mechanism; rather it was used to test if 2-PAM can be regenerated from the
complex formed in the reaction mixture.
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The spontaneous hydrolysis was measured separately under the same experimental
conditions without the addition of 2-PAM to provide k, , + kO [OH- = 9.8 x 10-6s- .
The turnover rate was further assumed to be slow and the turnover term in Equation 4-9
was neglected. The second order kinetic constant kc,, was then obtained by non-linear
least square fitting through MATLAB calculation with the concentration change of DFP
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Figure 4-7. 2-PAM turnover test with DFP as substrate. The first pass refers to the DFP
hydrolysis with fresh 2-PAM and the second pass refers to another 5mM of DFP added
after the system has been fully hydrolyzed in 10 days. The lines were from the non-linear
least square fitting with the kinetic equations.
The kcat obtained in the first pass was 0.13M-'s - 1, reflecting the strong reactivity of 2-
PAM toward the DFP hydrolysis. However, the kcat obtained through the same procedure
was only 0.018 M-'s-1 when DFP was again hydrolyzed in the system after the hydrolysis
of excessive amount of DFP in the first pass. This indicates that either only a small
amount of 2-PAM was recovered after reaction with an excess of DFP or the system
accelerated DFP hydrolysis a little bit without any 2-PAM recovered. Either of these two
scenarios suggests that 2-PAM functioned more as a reactant than as a catalyst for the
DFP hydrolysis system.
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Methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon hydrolyzed by 2-PAM generated the products with
the same chemical shifts as those from the spontaneous hydrolysis under the same
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During DFP hydrolysis, 2-PAM substituted the fluoride ions. For hydrolysis of methyl-
paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon, 2-PAM substituted the p-nitrophenol groups. It has been
determined in the literature that oximes and OP compounds form phosphoryl oxime
intermediates, also strong inhibitors of AChEs. 30 Therefore, dimethyl-, diethyl-, and
diisopropyl- phosphoryl oxime were formed between OP substrates and 2-PAM as a
result. The reaction is first order with regard to the substrate and 2-PAM respectively.
The compound diethyl-phosphoryl 2-PAM (DEP-2PAM) was prepared in organic solvent
and tested to have a half-life of only 10 seconds in 10mM Tris buffer (pH 7.8) at 290C. 31
The instability of phosphoryl 2-PAM was echoed in other literature findings.
32
' 33
Therefore, the dimethyl-, diethyl-, and diisopropyl-phosphoryl oximes formed with 2-
PAM and methyl-paraoxon, ethyl-paraoxon, and DFP would also be very unstable
because of the structural similarity with those in the literatures.
Furthermore, it was shown that the phosphonyl oxime intermediates formed between
pyridinium oximes, obidoxime chloride (LuH6) and trimedoxime bromide (TMB4), had
significantly different chemical shifts from the final organophosphoric acid measured by
31P NMR. 32 The product formed during hydrolysis of the three organophosphates,
however, had the same chemical shifts as the products from the spontaneous hydrolysis,
indicating that the generated products from the 2-PAM reactions were the same
organophosphoric acids as those from the spontaneous hydrolysis. The phosphoryl
oximes, if formed, were not detected by 31P NMR during the hydrolysis reaction due to
their instability.
It has been shown that the phosphoryl oxime intermediates undergo two parallel
decomposition pathways: Beckmann elimination pathway to yield organophosphoric acid
and transform the oxime groups into nitrile groups, and SN 2P substitution by hydroxide
ions to yield organophosphoric acid and recovered oximes. The stability and
decomposition pathway of the phosphoryl oximes are determined by the characteristics of
the substitute groups on the phosphorus center, the structure of the oxime groups, and the
solution conditions. 30, 32, 34 When the other two substitute groups on the phosphorus
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center were alkoxide groups in the phosphoryl pyridinealdoximes, the elimination
mechanism was dominant. When the two substitute groups were alkyl groups, the
substitution mechanism was dominant and oxime groups were almost fully regenerated.
When the two substitute groups consisted of one alkyl group and one alkoxide group,
both mechanisms were functioning and the parent oxime was partially regenerated. 34-36
O-isopropyl methylfluorophosphonyl 2-PAM formed by sarin and 2-PAM in water
underwent the elimination reaction catalyzed by hydroxide ions and oximate ions,
producing as end product 2-cyano-l-methylpyridinium cation. 37 Dimethylphosphoryl-,
diethylphosphoryl-, and diisopropylphosphoryl-obidoxime conjugates were decomposed
by hydroxyl ions to yield obidoxime mononitrile confirmed by mass spectrometry. 38, 39
The reaction mechanism of the organophosphate decomposition by 2-PAM is
summarized in Scheme 4-1.
H + H3CO O / N2
N N-OH P
CI H3CO







Scheme 4-1. Organophosphate decomposition of methyl-paraoxon by 2-PAM to form
unstable intermediate, dimethyl phosphoryl oxime, and then the fast rearrangement to
yield the final products. Ethyl-paraoxon and DFP would follow similar mechanism.
As the reaction mechanism and the recovery experiment suggested, 2-PAM added to the
system did not function as a real catalyst. It was consumed stoichiometrically during the
hydrolysis reaction to yield the nitrile product irreversibly. Therefore, it was not the
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regenerated 2-PAM that caused the faster DFP hydrolysis relative to the spontaneous
hydrolysis in the second pass of the turnover experiment.
4.3.3 Organophosphate Hydrolysis by Hydroxamic Acid
Decomposition of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon by acetohydroxamic acid yielded
products with the same chemical shifts as those from spontaneous hydrolysis under the
same solution conditions, as shown in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 respectively. Similar
to 2-PAM, peaks at -11.040ppm and -13.321ppm grew much faster than those in
spontaneous hydrolysis for methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon respectively. These
products were formed when the hydroxamic acid groups attacked the p-nitrophenol














Figure 4-10. Methyl-paraoxon hydrolysis in 20mM acetohydroxamic acid in 50mM Tris









Figure 4-11. Ethyl-paraoxon hydrolysis with 1mM acetohydroxamic
CAPS buffer at pH 9.5 after 182 min
acid in 50mM
The NMR spectrum of the reaction mixtures consisting of 5mM of DFP and 20mM
acetohydroxamic acid in 50mM Tris buffer at pH 8 is shown in Figure 4-12. The only
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Figure 4-12. NMR spectrum of 5mM of DFP hydrolyzed by 20mM acetohydroxamic














Methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon hydrolyzed by hydroxamic acid nucleophiles were
proposed to form phosphoryl hydroxamic acid intermediates through substitution of the
p-nitrophenol groups, as shown in Scheme 4-2.
O
HN-OH0 EOEt
H20 R p + HO NO2
SN2P H /P O
EtO
Scheme 4-2. Proposed mechanism of ethyl-paraoxon hydrolysis by hydroxamic acid
groups to yield the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid and p-nitrophenol
DFP hydrolyzed by hydroxamic acid nucleophiles was proposed to form the phosphoryl
hydroxamic acid through nucleophilic substitution, as shown in Scheme 4-3. 40
iPr 0
iPr O 0 kcat H \ O iPr
C- NH /' R o N oP + H+F-
+ FC OR OH iPr O
Scheme 4-3. Proposed mechanism of DFP hydrolysis by hydroxamic acid groups to yield
the hydrolyzed product and the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid intermediate
However, the presence of these intermediates was not detected with 31P NMR during the
hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon, ethyl-paraoxon, and DFP with both acetohydroxamic
acid and polyhydroxamic acid. The only products generated from the hydrolysis systems
were dimethyl, diethyl, and diisopropyl phosphoric acid, the same products of
spontaneous hydrolysis. This indicates that the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid intermediates
were very unstable and that they degenerated into the organophosphoric acid.
It has been shown that when hydroxamic acids were mixed under neutral solution
conditions with organophosphates, such as diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP) and 0-
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isopropyl methylfluorophosphonate (sarin), hydroxamic acids were quickly
phosphorylated to form highly unstable phosphoryl hydroxamic acid intermediate. 41
Addition of more than thirty types of hydroxamic acid significantly accelerated sarin and
DFP hydrolysis. 40 The strong electron-withdrawing capability of the phosphoryl groups
from the P-O double bond increased the tendency for a positive charge on nitrogen and
therefore facilitated the migration of the alkyl group to undergo Lossen rearrangement. 42
Therefore, phosphoryl hydroxamic acids rearranged extremely rapidly in a basic milieu
and could not be isolated. The rearrangement was also facilitated as the electron-releasing
power of the substitute group on hydroxamic acid increased. 43 This intermediate
underwent Lossen rearrangement to give the organophosphoric acid and isocynate. The
isocynate group then reacted with the hydroxamic acid to yield the stable final product,
O-alkylcarbamyl alkylhydroxamate. 40-42' 44, 45
The rearrangement mechanism of diisopropylphosphoryl hydroxamic acid intermediate is
summarized in Scheme 4-4. This mechanism also applies to the hydrolysis of methyl-
paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon by hydroxamic acid due to the similar chemical structures.
iPr O
H N1 iPr Rearrangement iPr OO
C // 0 P + R-NCO
iPr 0





Scheme 4-4. Rearrangement mechanism of the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid
4.3.4 Organophosphate Decomposition by Hydroxamic Acid Modified
Magnetic Nanoparticles
Hydroxamic acid modified magnetic particles were prepared through the procedure
described in chapter 3 and they were much more effective against the hydrolysis of p-
nitrophenyl acetate than amidoxime modified particles based on the same particle weight.
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The particles were tested with regard to the hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-
paraoxon. As previously discussed, nucleophilic groups attack the p-nitrophenol groups
and yield dimethyl- and diethyl phosphate. The reaction kinetics was followed by UV/Vis
to measure the hydrolysis product, the p-nitrophenol ion, at the absorbance of 404nm.
The nucleophilic substitution reaction is first order with respect to the organophosphate
substrate and the nucleophiles. The overall hydrolysis reaction including the spontaneous
hydrolysis and hydrolysis by hydroxyl ions is described in Equation 4-10.
rPN d [PNP ] [NOH] [OP]
dt Equation 4-10
= (kspon +ko [OH]+ k,, [NOH ])[OP]
Since the substrates added into the system were at a concentration of 0.5mM and the
effective concentration of hydroxamic acid groups added was ImM, the concentration of
nucleophiles remained roughly constant during the initial stage of the hydrolysis reaction.
The solution pH was kept constant at 9 with 50mM Tris buffer and the first two terms
remained constant over the whole hydrolysis process. Therefore, this equation was
simplified into Equation 4-11 through the same procedure as that for the homogenous
system.
-ln 1 [PNP] = k PNPt Equation 4-11
in which the observed kinetic constant included both spontaneous hydrolysis and
hydrolysis by added nucleophiles, as shown in Equation 4-12.
kN = kspon +kOH[OH]+ kca, [NOH-] Equation 4-12
The obtained concentration change of p-nitrophenol was then transformed according to
Equation 4-11. The data points at various times were fitted with a linear function and the
fitted slope was the observed kinetic constant for the nucleophilic hydrolysis. The
hydrolysis reactions of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon by hydroxamic acid
modified particles are shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 respectively. The addition of
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Figure 4-13. Pseudo-first order hydrolytic kinetics from spontaneous hydrolysis, and
hydrolysis with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml hydroxamic acid functionalized particles of methyl-










Figure 4-14. Pseudo-first order hydrolysis kinetics from spontaneous hydrolysis, and
hydrolysis with 2mg/ml and 4mg/ml hydroxamic acid functionalized particles of ethyl-















The obtained kinetic constants were then plotted against the particle concentration. The
results for the hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon are shown in Figure






































of observed hydrolytic kinetic constants of methyl-paraoxon
Slope of the linear fitting was second order kinetic constant:
Particle Concentration (mg/ml)
Figure 4-16. Dependence of observed hydrolytic kinetic constants of ethyl-paraoxon on
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The kinetic constants increased linearly with the increase in particle concentration,
indicating that there were no inter-particle interactions to affect the hydrolytic capability
of the hydroxamic groups on the particle surface.
The homogenous hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon accelerated by
acetohydroxamic acid and polyhydroxamic acid was also measured with the UV/Vis
technique. The kinetic constants for the OP hydrolysis were obtained through the same
procedure as done previously with the modified particles. The second order kinetic
constants of these nucleophiles are listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 for methyl-paraoxon
and ethyl-paraoxon respectively. These results showed that the monomeric
acetohydroxamic acid was much more reactive toward OP hydrolysis than both the
polyhydroxamic acid and the modified particles due to the steric hindrance from the
polymer chains. 2mg/ml particle dispersion had similar kinetic constants as ImM PHA
against both substrates, consistent with the result from PNPA hydrolysis as well.
Nucleophiles Second order kinetic constant
Acetohydroxamic acid (AHA) 2.5x 10-5mM s-1
Polyhydroxamic acid (PHA) 1.8x 106mM -1s-1
Hydroxamic acid modified particles 1.1 x 10-6(mg/ml) s-
Table 4-3. Second order kinetic constants of hydrolysis of methyl-paraoxon by
hydroxamic acid nucleophiles at pH 9
Nucleophiles Second order kinetic constant
Acetohydroxamic acid (AHA) 7.5x 10-6mM -i s1
Polyhydroxamic acid (PHA) 4.4x 10-7mM' s1
Hydroxamic acid modified particles 1.8x 10-7(mg/ml) - ' s-
Table 4-4. Second order kinetic constants of hydrolysis of ethyl-paraoxon by hydroxamic
acid nucleophiles at pH 9
The substrate structures also affect the hydrolysis enhancement significantly. Since the
two ethyl groups provide greater steric hindrance toward the incoming nucleophiles than
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do the methyl groups, paraoxon hydrolysis by nucleophiles was much slower than was
methyl-paraoxon hydrolysis. The comparison between AHA and PHA has shown that the
reactivity differences between these two nucleophiles are 3.5, 14, and 17 in the hydrolysis
of p-nitrophenyl acetate, methyl-paraoxon, and ethyl-paraoxon respectively. This
suggests that the steric hindrance from the substrate decreases the accessibility of the
phosphorus center for the polymeric form more than that for the monomeric form.
4.3.5 Catalyst Recovery and Stability of Magnetic Nanoparticles
After the magnetic particles reacted with the first batch of OP substrates and were
recovered by HGMS, they were readily washed out of the column with water. They were
then used for the hydrolysis reaction of another batch of OP substrates. Unfortunately, no
reaction acceleration was observed for the hydrolysis of either methyl-paraoxon or ethyl-
paraoxon from the hydroxamic acid modified particles. This is due to the fact that the
phosphoryl hydroxamic acid groups underwent Lossen rearrangement to form the stable
alkylcarbamyl hydroxamate, and were not converted back to the original hydroxamic acid
groups under the solution conditions. However, due to the presence of strong surface
changes from sulfonic acid groups during the particle synthesis, the particles maintained
the excellent colloidal stability even after the hydroxamic acid groups were consumed as
a result of the decomposition.
It has been shown that the Lossen rearrangement would be reduced if the proton attached
with the nitrogen atom in the hydroxamic acid groups was substituted with alkyl groups
because of the lone electron pair of nitrogen would not be available for Lossen
rearrangement. 46 However, this substitution would significantly reduce the
nucleophilicity of the hydroxamic acid group and therefore its reactivity toward the
hydrolysis of carboxyl and phosphorus esters due to the added steric hindrance. 47
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the spontaneous hydrolysis of OP substrates was studied first, including
diisopropyl fluorophosphate, methyl-paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon. It was found that the
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substrates were attacked on the alkyl groups and the phosphorus atom to substitute the p-
nitrophenol groups in the case of methyl- and ethyl-paraoxon. The attack on the
phosphorus followed an associative mechanism and therefore a second order nucleophilic
substitution, whereas the attack on the alkyl groups followed a dissociative mechanism
and therefore a first order nucleophilic substitution. The DFP substrate was attacked only
on the phosphorus through the second order nucleophilic substitution mechanism.
The OP hydrolysis was then investigated with the addition of a-nucleophiles in
homogenous solutions, including 2-PAM and acetohydroxamic acid. The added
nucleophiles only attacked the phosphorus atom to substitute the p-nitrophenol groups in
methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon and the fluoride ions in DFP through second order
nucleophilic substitution. In all three substrates, the hydrolysis products were the same as
those from the spontaneous hydrolysis without detecting the presence of any
intermediates, indicating unstable nature of the intermediates. The unstable phosphoryl 2-
PAM underwent Beckman elimination to yield corresponding nitrile compound and
therefore 2-PAM was consumed stoichiometrically during the OP hydrolysis. The
turnover experiment also corresponded well with such a reaction mechanism. Phosphoryl
hydroxamic acid underwent Lossen rearrangement and as a result the original
hydroxamic acid groups lost their reactivity toward OP hydrolysis.
The hydroxamic acid modified particles prepared in chapter 3 were tested against the
hydrolysis of methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon and have been shown to accelerate the
hydrolysis. Similar to the PNPA hydrolysis, 2mg/ml particle dispersion had comparable
observed kinetic constants with 1mM polyhydroxamic acid. The reactivity was much
lower than monomer hydroxamic acid due to the steric hindrance from the polymer
chains. The particles lost their reactivity after the reaction due to Lossen rearrangement of
the phosphoryl hydroxamic acid, though the particles were still colloidally stable after the
reaction due to the strong surface charge and resulted electrostatic interactions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Research Summary
An economic strategy is required to decontaminate organophosphate compounds in large
scale, including OP pesticides in groundwater system and chemical nerve agents on the
battle field. Previous research in this area was focused mainly on homogeneous or
micellar decomposition with addition of various kinds of nucleophiles to improve the
reaction rate. However, these systems did not afford the recovery and reuse of the
nucleophiles and therefore reduce the usage of active reactants and environmental
footprint. To solve these problems, we proposed to use magnetic particles to carry
nucleophiles and use the functional particles for such applications. Therefore, this
research aims at developing functional magnetic particles, which are able to catalyze the
decomposition reaction and which can be recycled and reused. In this research, strong a--
nucleophilic groups are the focus since they are highly reactive toward the target
substrates, relatively straightforward to prepare with simple off-the-shelf chemicals, and
stable under a variety of environmental conditions, such as solution pH and presence of a
large amount of organic compounds, etc.
Amidoxime modified magnetic particles were initially prepared by separating the particle
synthesis and modification procedures. The original particles were synthesized by
following the two-step procedure to obtain particles with average hydrodynamic diameter
of around 80nm for effective capture by high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS). The
precursor cyanoacetohydrazide was reacted with the free carboxyl groups on the particle
surfaces through carbodiimide chemistry. The nitrile groups were then converted into
target amidoxime groups. The attachment and conversion were confirmed by various
analytical techniques. The modified particles had similar average hydrodynamic diameter
as the original ones and were captured effectively by HGMS. They were stabilized by
electrostatic interactions resulted from the strong surface charges. Particle stability and
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morphology were not altered after the chemical modifications. Particles were tested
against the hydrolysis of the model ester compound, p-nitrophenyl acetate. These
amidoxime-modified particles accelerated the hydrolysis reaction and were easily
recycled by HGMS without loss of reactivity. The particle system has shown higher
reactivity compared with homogenous amidoxime systems based on the same
concentration of functional groups, which was rationalized using pseudo-phase exchange
model based on the similarity with micellar systems. This enhancement was attributed to
the increased concentration of the substrate on the particle surface due to the presence of
hydrophobic centers.
In order to improve the reactivity of the modified, magnetic particles, stronger
nucleophilic groups, hydroxamic acid, were attached on the surface. Unsaturated
carboxylic acid was used as the second coating in the two-step procedure. The acrylamide
monomers were copolymerized with the double bond from the second coating and these
amide groups were then converted into the targeted hydroxamic acid groups. The
modified magnetic particles had average diameter of 200nm due to the crosslinking
during the copolymerization process. They were effectively captured by HGMS. Particles
were colloidally stabilized by strong surface charge and resulting electrostatic
interactions. After the modification procedure, the particle surface coverage with amide
and hydroxamic acid groups was high. The modified particles were tested against PNPA
hydrolysis. These particles significantly accelerated the hydrolysis reaction. They were
five times more reactive than the amidoxime modified particles based on the same weight
of materials. The acetylated particles were partially regenerated in basic solution,
although 80% of their reactivity was lost due to the Lossen rearrangement of the
acetylated hydroxamic acid groups.
Spontaneous hydrolysis of OP substrates, including diisopropyl fluorophosphate, methyl-
paraoxon and ethyl-paraoxon, was found to mainly follow the second order nucleophilic
substitution by hydroxyl ions. However, the paraoxon substrates could be also attacked
on the alkyl groups through a first order dissociative mechanism. The added a-
nucleophiles, such as 2-PAM and acetohydroxamic acid, only attacked the phosphorus
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atom to substitute the p-nitrophenol groups in methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon and the
fluoride ions in DFP through second order nucleophilic substitution. For reactions
between all three substrates and both nucleophiles, the hydrolysis products were the same
as those from the spontaneous hydrolysis with no detected intermediates, indicating the
unstable nature of any intermediates that may be formed. The unstable phosphoryl 2-
PAM underwent Beckman elimination to yield the corresponding nitrile compound,
which has been corroborated by turnover experiments and FT-IR measurements.
Phosphoryl hydroxamic acid underwent the Lossen rearrangement and the original
hydroxamic acid groups lost their reactivity against OP hydrolysis. The hydroxamic acid
modified particles were also tested against the hydrolysis of methyl- and ethyl- paraoxon
and shown to accelerate the hydrolysis, though the acceleration was relatively modest.
Similar to polyhydroxamic acid, the reactivity was much lower than that of monomeric
hydroxamic acid due to the steric hindrance from the polymer chains. The particles lost
their reactivity after the reaction due to Lossen rearrangement of the phosphoryl
hydroxamic acid.
5.2 Experience Reflection
A variety of chemical pathways have been tested to attach iodosobenzoate groups on the
particle surface in organic solvents. The groups were tested because they were reactive,
really catalytic, and turned over against the hydrolysis of carboxyl and phosphate esters.
However, these efforts all failed for the following reasons. First, the reaction scheme
required multiples steps, including the attachment and following modification, and this
resulted in very low yield and thus no noticeable catalytic capability. Secondly, some of
the attempts required very harsh experimental conditions and the magnetite particles were
not able to survive those conditions. Thirdly, since the reactions were carried out in the
organic solvents and the particles need to be distributed into organic solvents first,
particles formed large aggregates with the small surface areas and resulting low
concentration of functional groups available for the modification. This probably
contributed the most to the low modification efficiency.
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Because of the intrinsic charged properties from the coating polymer to achieve the
desired colloidal stability, the prepared particles were essentially not appropriate for the
transformation reactions in organic solvents. However, many of the conversion reactions
can only be carried out in organic solvents. This will pose serious challenges to attach
those groups on the type of particles that we prepared.
5.3 Future Work
In this research, particular focus was on the attachment of functional groups on the
surfaces of magnetic nanoparticles and two general strategies have been tested
successfully. These strategies could be applied to attach other kinds of functional groups
with similar chemical properties as these used in the tests. Future work could focus on
two separate areas. One is the continuous improvement of the hydrolytic reactivity and
turnover rate of the nucleophiles attached on the particle surfaces. The other is to use the
above strategies to attach other functional groups or particles for high-value added
applications.
5.3.1 Attachment of More Reactive Nucleophiles with High Turnover
The hydroxamic acid modified particles were fairly reactive against the hydrolysis of
carboxyl and phosphate esters. However, particle reuse was problematic due to Lossen
rearrangement. This reaction pathway could be suppressed by alkyl substitution on the
hydroxamic acid nitrogen by using the methyl hydroxylamine hydrochloride as the
reagent during the conversion step from amide groups to hydroxamic acid groups and
ensure the acetylated and phosphorylated hydroxamic acid groups only follow the
hydrolysis pathway for full recovery and reuse. The imidazole groups could also be
incorporated into the copolymer chains on the particle surface to form a charge relay
system with the hydroxamic acid groups and therefore increase overall catalytic
efficiency. 1, 2 Because of crosslinking caused during the copolymerization step in
preparing hydroxamic acid groups, the original particles could be smaller in size to
reduce the final particle size and therefore increase the functional group density on the
surface to increase accessibility.
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Another major group of important candidates for the OP decomposition are
organophosphate hydrolysis enzymes. They have shown very active hydrolytic reactivity
and great turnover rate. 3-5 Due to the limited amount produced and intrinsic instability of
the enzyme, they were not widely used for such applications. Even though there have
been attempts to immobilize enzymes on solid surfaces through chemical attachment and
layer-by-layer techniques, the enzymes were confined to be inside the solid support and
there were significant mass transfer resistances. These enzymes could be attached to the
surfaces of the magnetic particles through the same chemistry as that used in the
amidoxime modification. As a result, the enzymes will be located on the particle surfaces
and mass transfer resistances eliminated. The immobilization also increases enzyme
stability and makes it more suitable for the applications even though there will be a
certain degree of activity loss.
Mimic hydrolases are not only important to reveal hydrolytic reaction mechanisms of
enzymes, but they are also potentially applicable for highly efficient and selective
hydrolysis of carboxyl esters and phosphoric esters. 6, 7 Hydroxamic acid derivatives
containing benzo-15-crown-5 and their copper(II), zinc(II), cobalt(II) and manganese(II)
complexes have been prepared and tested against the hydrolysis of bis(4-
nitrophenyl)phosphate (BNPP). A more than 200,000-fold improvement in hydrolysis
rate relative to that observed for against spontaneous reaction has been shown. 8 The
metal ion is proposed to activate the phosphate group and a nucleophilic H20 molecule
and stabilize the pentacoordinate phosphorus transition state by cooperative action in
metalloenzymes. Such nucleophiles have similar structures as the simpler groups and
very much higher reactivity. These mimic enzymes combine the stability of small
nucleophilic molecules and strong reactivity of enzymes and they will be ideal candidates
for such applications. However, the complex structures of these functional groups make
their attachment to particle surfaces challenging, especially with the need to maintain
colloidal stability in the presence of the positive charge from the metalloenzymes.
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5.3.2 Attachment of Functional Groups or Nanoparticles for High
Value-Added Applications
In addition to the application in decomposing OP substrates, the proved strategies could
also be used to attach other functional groups for high value added applications. For
example, targeting ligands attached to the particles can bind specifically with receptors
on targeted cell surfaces and therefore be used to aid in the separation of these cells. The
same strategy can be used to attach specific antigens to separate target antibodies based
on affinity interactions. These functional magnetic particles can be recycled and reused.
Highly expensive and important biological growth factors can also be attached to the
particle surfaces to promote target reactions and then easily separated out from the
reaction medium for reuse. 9, 10 This can significantly reduce the factor usage and
operational cost.
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